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Abstract

Ion-temperature-gradient-driven (ITG) and kinetic-ballooning-mode (KBM) turbulence is studied using the gyrokinetic turbulence code Gene in four magnetic equilibria: the quasi-helically symmetric HSX, the quasi-axisymmetric NCSX, Heliotron-J, and a small-\(\hat{s}\) tokamak. The ITG portion of this dissertation focuses on a comparison of HSX and NCSX to determine the relationship between linear ITG behavior and nonlinear heat fluxes. In normalized units, HSX exhibits higher growth rates and quasilinear estimates than NCSX, while heat fluxes in gyro-Bohm units are lower in HSX. The ITG results also show that HSX has a larger number of subdominant modes than NCSX and that eigenmodes are more spatially extended in HSX. The ITG turbulence also consists of many more concurrently excited modes in HSX compared to NCSX, as highlighted by the broadband nonlinear frequency spectra in HSX versus NCSX. The KBM portion of this work focuses on the low-magnetic-shear configurations HSX, Heliotron-J, and a small-\(\hat{s}\) tokamak since all three magnetic equilibria exhibit a small critical \(\beta(k_y = 0.1) \approx 0.2\%\) at which KBM becomes the dominant instability, dubbed \(\beta_{KBM}^{\text{crit}}\). Additional KBM studies highlight both how \(\beta_{KBM}^{\text{crit}}\) scales with average magnetic shear and ion temperature gradient in HSX and that nonlinear saturation of finite-\(\beta\) turbulence in HSX
requires that the minimum $k_y$ of the system be stable to KBMs. Subsequent analyses highlight the importance of KBM nonlinearly, both in terms of the electrostatic heat flux and the nonlinear energy transfer. A fluid model which will be used to study ITG-KBM turbulence saturation in configurations of interest is also introduced, and some preliminary benchmarks of said reduced model are presented too.
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5.7 \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) as a function of \( k_y \) for the case where the ion temperature gradient is removed but the sum of the gradients \( \omega_{T_i} + \omega_{T_e} + 2\omega_n \) is kept constant. Unlike the data presented in Fig. 5.4, \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) does not dip to values much smaller than the MHD threshold at low \( k_y \).

5.8 Heliotron-J, another low-magnetic-shear, three-dimensional magnetic equilibrium, also displays HSX-like KBM behavior at low \( k_y \), as shown here in the plot of \( \gamma \) vs. \( \beta \). Note that at this \( k_y \), the \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) is roughly 0.14%.

5.9 The \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) spectrum (a) and the subdominant-mode spectrum at \( k_y = 0.2 \) and \( \beta = 0.8\% \) (b) for an \( s = -0.052 \) circular tokamak s-\( \alpha \) geometry in (a), there are two curves: one for the case when \( \alpha_{\text{MHD}} = 0 \) (red squares), where the equilibrium and dynamical \( \beta \) are not self-consistent; and a second for the case when \( \alpha_{\text{MHD}} \) is such that both the equilibrium and GENE \( \beta \) are the same (black triangles). (b) The two distinct subdominant ITG (crosses) and KBM (diamonds) clouds are also present in the circular tokamak case. However, there is only a single KBM branch in this case versus the two that were present in HSX.

5.10 Time traces of electrostatic ion heat flux (black), electrostatic particle flux (red), and electromagnetic electron heat flux in gyro-Bohm units for HSX with \( k_y^{\min} = 0.025 \) and \( \beta = 0.48\% \). Note that there is significant stabilization relative to the nearly-electrostatic case in Fig. 4.9, where \( Q_{i}^{\text{es}} \approx 23 \) for HSX. The small electromagnetic heat flux is due to the small electron temperature gradient, implying that electron flutter transport is small.

5.11 Heat flux spectra associated with the \( \beta = 0.48\% \) nonlinear simulation (black) and an analogous \( \beta = 0.24\% \) nonlinear simulation (blue). The shaded region corresponds to the \( k_y \)-range in which KBM is the dominant linear instability. Note that the overwhelming majority of the heat flux is due to fluctuations in the KBM-dominant \( k_y \) regime, even for \( \beta = 0.24\% \approx \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}(k_y = 0.1) \).
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Figure 5.12 The nonlinear $\Phi$ spectrum for HSX with $k_y^{\text{min}} = 0.025$ and $\beta = 0.48\%$. The spectrum is truncated at $k_y \rho_s = 0.5$ since $|\Phi|^2$ amplitudes are negligible above this threshold. Note that the zonal component is much weaker than the integrated non-zonal amplitudes, and also weaker than the peak amplitude.

Figure 5.13 The nonlinear frequency spectrum for HSX with $k_y^{\text{min}} = 0.025$ and $\beta = 0.48\%$. The color scale has arbitrary units and is linear and normalized at each $k_y$ separately. Linear frequencies of the most unstable (gold crosses), maximal-frequency (green triangles), minimal-frequency (red squares), and most unstable outboard-centered (black-white dashed diamonds) KBMs are also included for comparison. The dominant linear outboard-centered KBM frequencies match the nonlinear signal very well.

Figure 5.14 Nonlinear energy transfer functions indicate locations which give (blue) and receive (red) energy to and from ($k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1$), denoted by the tip of the black arrow. There is significant zonal transfer from ($k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1$) to the blue clouds near $k_y' = 0$ and $k_y' = 0.1$. Significant non-zonal energy transfer is also observed at $k_y' = -0.025$ and $k_y' = 0.125$.

Figure 5.15 The sum (over $k_x \neq 0$) of the root-mean-squares (over coupled $k_y'$) of time-averaged nonlinear energy transfer functions for zonal ($k_y = 0$) modes as a function of $k_y'$. The data is normalized to the value of the point at $k_y' = 0.125$ so that the maximal value is one for ease of comparison. Note that the peak is in the KBM-dominated $k_y'$-range, evidence that KBMs play an important role in zonal dynamics.
5.16 The sum (over $k_x \neq 0$) of the root-mean-squares (over coupled $k'_x$, $k'_y$) of time-averaged nonlinear energy transfer functions, which are normalized by the value of the same quantity at $k_y = 0.1$ for ease of comparison. The primary conclusion to be derived from this figure is that KBMs likely play an equal or greater role than the zonal modes in nonlinear energy transfer. Additional analysis of specific triplet interactions is necessary to tease out the precise ratio of the respective contributions of KBMs and zonal modes.

5.17 Normalized ion heat flux $Q_{\text{es}}^\text{rs}$ (black diamonds) and particle flux $\Gamma_{\text{es}}^\text{rs}$ (red squares) as a function of $\beta$. Observe the significant reduction of transport for $\beta \gtrsim 0.2\%$ relative to $\beta \approx 0.05\%$ until $\beta$ approaches the $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} \approx 0.6\%$ threshold for $k_y = 0.025$. Above $\beta = 0.6\%$, simulations no longer achieve a saturated state. A vertical dashed black line indicates $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} = 0.6\%$ at $k_y = 0.025$ and a vertical dotted black line indicates the $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} = 0.18\%$ at $k_y = 0.1$. The electron electromagnetic heat flux is negligible (normalized $Q_{\text{em}}^\text{em} \approx -0.2$ for $\beta = 0.48\%$) and therefore not included.

5.18 A comparison of subdominant modes corresponding to the ITG branch for CBC parameters. Three-field model modes are denoted by black diamonds while five-field model (with $\beta \to 0$) modes are denoted by red triangles. The two models coincide well, with some differences due to grid-scale modes, but, overall, this is evidence that the five-field model is behaving correctly when $\beta$ is small.
Chapter 1

Introduction to magnetic confinement

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: first, this chapter (along with Chapters 2 and 3) provides background information which is necessary to understand the plasma turbulence results presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Second, this chapter motivates the study of plasma turbulence within the context of magnetic confinement fusion in a systematic way. These two chapter objectives are accomplished by introducing the notions of plasma and fusion energy before discussing how fusion-relevant plasma can be confined on Earth. Next, fundamental physics related to plasma particle drifts will be introduced and followed by the role that plasma turbulence plays in plasma confinement degradation within the context of neoclassical transport. Finally, four magnetic field configurations, the primary subjects of the present work, will be discussed: the Helically Symmetric eXperiment (HSX), the National Compact Stellarator eXperiment (NCSX), Heliotron-J (H-J), and a small-\hat{s} tokamak.
1.1 Plasma and its application to fusion energy

Plasma is a collection of free positively and negatively charged particles that exhibit collective electromagnetic effects. Everyday examples of plasma include lightning, neon signs, fluorescent lights, auroras in the night sky, welding arcs, and the sun. Plasma has a number of applications, one of which is fusion energy. Fusion is the process of combining two or more atomic nuclei, ideally in an exothermic nuclear reaction, to produce energy that is equal to the difference in the binding energy of the reactants and the products. Fusion is appealing because the fuel is relatively abundant on Earth and the materials involved exhibit radioactive half-lives on the order of at most tens of years rather than the many millions of years for fission energy. This process takes place in the sun, where hot plasma is confined by strong gravitational forces. Here on Earth, more clever methods must be employed to confine fusion-relevant plasmas, as requisite temperatures ($T_{\text{plasma}} \approx 10,000,000 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$) are so high that containment mechanisms used for solids, liquids, and gases are inadequate. The goal underlying fusion energy is to economically confine a sufficiently dense plasma for a sufficiently long period of time at a sufficiently high temperature to produce more energy from fusion reactions and the resulting steam cycle than is required to operate the reactor. In fusion-energy-relevant applications, a plasma generally consists of positively charged isotopes of hydrogen, such as Deuterium (one proton and one neutron) and Tritium (one proton and two neutrons), and electrons with sufficient energy
such that they are not recaptured by the ions, although numerous plasma experiments are conducted using other gases as a means of exploring interesting plasma physics. A fusion reaction with Deuterium ($D$) and Tritium ($T$) as reactants is shown below in Eq. 1.1.

$$2^1D^+ + 3^1T^+ \rightarrow 4^2He^{2+} + n^0 + 17.6 \text{ MeV}, \tag{1.1}$$

where He and n are Helium and a neutron, respectively, and where MeV denotes a unit of energy known as the Megaelectron-volt ($10^6$ eV), where an eV corresponds to the amount of kinetic energy gained by a single electron passing through a one volt electric potential difference.

It is not feasible to confine hot plasma with conventional methods used to confine solids, liquids, or gases. Fortunately, strong magnetic fields (approximately 20,000 times stronger than the magnetic field of Earth) can be used to confine fusion-energy-relevant plasmas. It is because of the natural helical orbits of charged particles in the presence of a strong homogeneous magnetic field that confinement is possible, where the gyration frequency $\Omega_g$ of the helical trajectory can be shown to be $\Omega_g = |q|B/m$, where $q$, $B$, and $m$ are the charge of the particle, the magnetic field strength, and the mass of the particle, respectively. This is due to the Lorentz force shown in Eq. 1.2:

$$\mathbf{F} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}), \tag{1.2}$$
where \( \mathbf{E} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) are the electric field and particle velocity, respectively. Since charged particles would be lost to parallel streaming in finite cylindrically-shaped magnetic field structures, one must instead construct magnetic field configurations with fundamentally different shapes which can more successfully confine plasma for fusion-energy-relevant purposes. One alternative configuration is a toroidal, or donut-like, magnetic field geometry, which is a primary focus of the present work. As will be discussed in the next section, non-spatially-homogenous magnetic fields, as would be present in a toroidal magnetic field structure, give rise to a number of plasma particle drifts which can severely reduce the quality of the plasma confinement. To motivate the necessity of precisely constructed magnetic field geometries, the next section will discuss how these plasma particle drifts arise and what can be done to mitigate their adverse effects on plasma confinement.

1.2 Plasma particle drifts in magnetic fields

Three plasma particle drifts that are of particular importance with respect to plasma confinement dynamics in magnetic fields are the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \), \( \nabla \mathbf{B} \), and curvature \( \kappa \) drifts. As the names suggest, these plasma particle drifts arise due to the presence of an electric field \( \mathbf{E} \), a gradient in \( |\mathbf{B}| \), and spatially-inhomogeneous magnetic field lines for the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \), \( \nabla \mathbf{B} \), and \( \kappa \) drifts, respectively. To derive the form of these particle drifts, one must examine the Lorentz force, shown again in Eq. 1.3 below,
\[ \mathbf{F} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}). \] \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

Disregarding gyromotion for the moment and examining the drift of the gyrocenter (the center of the helical orbit of a gyrating particle), one can solve for the velocity of a particle in the force-free case, i.e. when \( \mathbf{F} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) = 0 \), which simplifies to the following in Eq. [1.4]:

\[ -\mathbf{E} = \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} \times \mathbf{B}, \] \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

which, if one solves for \( \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} \) after applying \( \mathbf{B} \times \) to both sides, one arrives at the following expression for the \( E \times B \) drift \( \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} \):

\[ \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} = \frac{\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}}{B^2}. \] \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

Since Eq. [1.5] is independent of particle charge and mass, both an ion and an electron, regardless of mass or charge, in the presence of both a magnetic and an electric field, will experience the same \( E \times B \) drift. This drift moves charged particles away from their original field line, a potential problem if one is trying to confine a hot plasma.

The second plasma particle drift that will be discussed here is the \( \nabla B \) drift. This drift affects charged particles in the presence of a magnetic field which exhibits the quality of having a spatially-varying \( |\mathbf{B}| \). Using a similar strategy for deriving the \( \nabla B \) drift as was used for the \( E \times B \) drift, we begin with the Lorentz force:
\[ F = q(E + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}), \]  
(1.6)

where we take the velocity of our particle as the sum of a constant drift velocity and the velocity associated with the gyromotion, \( \mathbf{v} = \mathbf{v}_D + \mathbf{v}_g \), and the magnetic field as the sum of a background field and a spatially-varying part, \( \mathbf{B} = \mathbf{B}_0 + \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} \). Substituting these expressions for \( \mathbf{v} \) and \( \mathbf{B} \) into Eq. (1.6) and taking \( E = 0 \), we arrive at the following:

\[ m \frac{d\mathbf{v}_g}{dt} = q(\mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{B}_0 + \mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0 + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B}), \]
(1.7)

where \( m \frac{d\mathbf{v}_g}{dt} = q\mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{B}_0 \) satisfies the lowest order Lorentz force balance and \( \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} \) is of second order, so it can be neglected, which simplifies Eq. (1.7) to

\[ 0 = \mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0. \]
(1.8)

To proceed, a time average \( \langle \, \rangle_t \) over the gyromotion is applied to Eq. (1.8). Note that \( \langle \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0 \rangle_t = \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0 \) because both \( \mathbf{v}_D \) and \( \mathbf{B}_0 \) are constant. Next, the \( \mathbf{r} \) vector must be decomposed into a gyrating part and a non-gyrating part, \( \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{r}_0 + \mathbf{r}_g \), such that Eq. (1.8) can be written as:

\[ 0 = \langle \mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{r}_0 \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} \rangle_t + \langle \mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{r}_g \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} \rangle_t + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0. \]
(1.9)

Note that the first term in Eq. (1.9) will time-average to zero since \( \langle \mathbf{v}_g \rangle_t = 0 \) and \( \mathbf{r}_0 \) and \( \nabla \mathbf{B} \) are temporally constant. This gives the following:
\[ 0 = \langle \mathbf{v}_g \times \mathbf{r}_g \cdot \nabla \mathbf{B} \rangle_t + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0, \quad (1.10) \]

where the first term can be computed if
\[ \mathbf{r}_g = (\sin(\Omega_g t), q/|q| \cos(\Omega_g t)) v_\perp/\Omega_g \]
and
\[ \mathbf{v}_g = (\cos(\Omega_g t), -q/|q| \cos(\Omega_g t)) v_\perp. \]
Making these substitutions and carrying out the time average simplifies Eq. (1.10) to:

\[ 0 = \frac{qv^2_\perp}{2q|q|\Omega_g} \nabla B + \mathbf{v}_D \times \mathbf{B}_0, \quad (1.11) \]

which implies that \( \mathbf{v}_D \), which will now be denoted by the \( \nabla B \) drift velocity \( \mathbf{v}_{\nabla B} \), is equal to:

\[ \mathbf{v}_{\nabla B} = \frac{mv^2_\parallel}{2qB} \frac{\mathbf{B} \times \nabla \mathbf{B}}{B^2}. \quad (1.12) \]

Unlike the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift, the \( \nabla B \) drift is not the same for particles of differing mass and charge, which complicates the matter of particle confinement. The derivation of the \( \kappa \) drift is similar to the derivation of the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift, but rather than \( \mathbf{E} \) being present in the Lorentz force, \( \mathbf{E} \) is replaced with the centrifugal force per unit charge of a streaming particle \( mv^2_\parallel R_c/(qR_c^2) \), where \( R_c \) is the radius of curvature vector of a bending magnetic field line. Therefore, the equation to derive the \( \kappa \) drift reads:

\[ \mathbf{F} = q \left( \frac{mv^2_\parallel R_c}{qR_c^2} + \mathbf{v}_\kappa \times \mathbf{B} \right) = 0, \quad (1.13) \]

and if one takes \( \mathbf{B} \times \) of both sides and rearranges, one arrives at the following for the curvature drift:
\[ \mathbf{v}_\kappa = \frac{mv^2}{qB^2} \mathbf{B} \times \vec{\kappa}, \]  

(1.14)

where \( \vec{\kappa} = \hat{b} \cdot \nabla \hat{b} \). It should be noted that the existence of the \( \nabla B \) and \( \vec{\kappa} \) plasma particle drifts relies on the following assumption. The gyroradius of the drifting charged particle must be small with respect to the length scale associated with the spatial inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. If the gyroradius and the length scale in question are on the same order, then the trajectory of the charged particle is chaotic, where no straightforward expression for either drift exists. One brief aside that will be useful in the latter subsections of Ch. 5 is that \( \nabla B \) and \( \vec{\kappa} \) are equal when the normalized plasma pressure \( \beta \) is small.

As mentioned previously, these plasma particle drifts become especially problematic in toroidal confinement systems with spatially-inhomogeneous magnetic fields. This is because charged plasma particles will experience the various plasma particle drifts, in addition to collisions, during their trajectories of motion and potentially leave the confinement region. The various plasma drifts cause particles to drift off of their native flux surface. If, during the excursion from its native flux surface, a particle experiences a collision, this changes the native flux surface of said plasma particle. On average, this transport is radially outward, so problematic within the context of magnetic confinement fusion. This type of plasma particle loss is known as neoclassical transport. In unoptimized configurations, neoclassical transport is a problem for all classes of charged plasma particles; but, in devices designed to minimize
neoclassical transport, this is primarily a problem for a class of plasma particles known as “trapped particles”. Trapped particles have insufficient parallel energy to sample all parts of the magnetic field structure, and therefore only sample a subset of the magnetic field; this is due to the conservation of both energy and the magnetic moment $\mu = m v_\perp^2 / (2B)$. In the absence of an electric field, the total energy $E$ of a plasma particle is $E = m v_\parallel^2 / 2 + \mu B(z)$, where $z$ denotes a coordinate parallel to the magnetic field. If a plasma particle has sufficiently small $v_\parallel$, then at some $z = z_{\text{turning point}}$, $\mu B(z_{\text{turning point}}) = E$, which implies that the particle will pause parallel motion momentarily before beginning to move in the antiparallel direction, thereby being trapped.

A non-negligible fraction of trapped plasma particles will leave the system and no longer be confined. Neoclassical transport of trapped particles is present in all types of three-dimensional toroidal magnetic confinement systems to some degree. In order to minimize particle losses due to neoclassical transport, one must construct toroidal magnetic systems so as to ensure that a maximal number of particles remain on their native magnetic flux surface.

In tokamaks, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1.1, perfect axisymmetry enforces a constraint on collisionless particle trajectories in the system such that, on average, they stay on their native flux surface. However, this work focuses on configurations which do not exhibit axisymmetry, and must therefore achieve reduced neoclassical transport by some other means, which will be discussed in the subsequent subsection.
Figure 1.1: A toroidal magnetic field configuration known as the tokamak, where electric current is run through coils (shown in red) to produce a strong magnetic field (example magnetic field lines, which together comprise a magnetic flux surface, shown in blue) to confine hot plasma (shown in yellow).
1.3 Neoclassical and turbulent transport in stellarators

Inherently-three-dimensional toroidal magnetic field configurations are appealing as potential fusion reactor concepts since large plasma currents are not required to generate the confining poloidal magnetic field and therefore such configurations can avoid disruptions and operate in steady-state [1]. However, unoptimized three-dimensional systems, e.g. the classical stellarator or general three-dimensional magnetic fields, display poor neoclassical transport properties at low collisionality, a by-product of poorly-confined trapped-particle orbits. Neoclassical-transport-optimized stellarator configurations have addressed this issue by forcing the bounce-averaged particle excursion from a flux surface during a banana orbit to near zero [2,3].

One specific subset of neoclassical-transport-optimized configurations is that of quasi-symmetric (QS) stellarators, including quasi-axisymmetry (e.g. the National Compact Stellarator eXperiment [4]) and quasi-helical symmetry (e.g. the Helically Symmetric eXperiment [5]), which are two of the primary subjects of this work. Quasi-symmetric configurations achieve minimized neoclassical transport by enforcing a symmetry in the magnitude of the magnetic field such that $|B|$ is a function of only a single variable on a given flux surface. The symmetry in QS systems implies a conserved canonical momentum $p_\phi$ for particles confined by the magnetic field. This conserved canonical momentum is approximately equal to $q A_\phi R$ [6], which is constant on a flux surface, where $A_\phi$ and $R$ are the $\phi$ component of the magnetic vector potential and the major
radius of the system, respectively, and $\phi$ is the angle associated with the symmetry direction (whether toroidal, poloidal, or helical) of the system. Hence, particles are confined to surfaces of constant $A_\phi R$, which are flux surfaces. Heliotron-J, another subject of this work, is not a quasi-symmetric stellarator, but rather a heliotron.

In neoclassical-transport-optimized stellarators, the radially-outward transport is no longer necessarily dominated by neoclassical transport, but rather it can be dominated by anomalous transport, which is primarily thought to be drift-wave turbulence, as will be discussed in Ch. 2. One caveat to this statement is the possibility of turbulent-transport optimized stellarators, where turbulent transport could be minimized to neoclassical levels or lower. An example of a neoclassical-transport-optimized stellarator is HSX, as evidenced by data shown in Fig. 1.2 [18]. In the edge region ($r/a > 0.5$) of the plasma, where pressure gradients are higher, the difference between the predicted neoclassical transport and the experimentally-inferred electron diffusion coefficients is large, suggesting that turbulence significantly dominates relative to neoclassical transport. This constitutes a strong motivation for the study and minimization of turbulent transport in neoclassical-transport-optimized configurations like NCSX and HSX.
Figure 1.2: Electron diffusion coefficients as a function of minor radius for the HSX quasi-symmetric stellarator. There are four curves: “Mirror Exp.”, the experimental data for the mirror configuration achievable on HSX, “QHS Exp.”, the experimental data for the quasi-helically symmetric configuration achievable on HSX, “Mirror Neo.”, the numerically-calculated neoclassical transport predictions for the mirror configuration, and “QHS Neo.”, the numerically-calculated neoclassical transport predictions for the quasi-helically symmetric configuration. One of the primary conclusions to be drawn from these data is the significant difference between “QHS Neo.” and “QHS Exp.”, especially in the edge, an indication that anomalous (or turbulent) transport, and not neoclassical transport, is the dominant transport mechanism. [18]
1.4 HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J

In this work, the HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J magnetic equilibria are generated using the VMEC code \cite{7}, a 3D magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) code that assumes the existence of flux surfaces in which the user specifies a boundary shape (or the coil currents) using Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16), the toroidal magnetic flux, the shape of the magnetic axis, the number of field periods, the desired resolutions, the numerical tolerances, etc., and then a steepest-descent moment method minimization algorithm is carried out to generate a magnetic geometry which sits in a local minimum of total plasma energy $W = \int_{\Omega_p} (B^2/2\mu_0 + p) dV$ and also satisfies $\nabla \cdot B = 0$ and $(\nabla \times B) \times B = \nabla p$, where $p$ is the total plasma pressure, $\Omega_p$ is the plasma boundary, $V$ is the plasma volume, and $\mu_0$ is the magnetic permeability of free space.

\begin{equation}
R(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{n,m} \left[ R^c_{n,m} \cos(n\phi - m\theta) + R^s_{n,m} \sin(n\phi - m\theta) \right],
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
Z(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{n,m} \left[ Z^c_{n,m} \cos(n\phi - m\theta) + Z^s_{n,m} \sin(n\phi - m\theta) \right],
\end{equation}

where $R$ and $Z$ are the usual cylindrical coordinates and, in general, $Z^c_{n,m} = Z^s_{n,m} = 0$ due to stellarator symmetry. Note that quasi-symmetry is distinct from stellarator symmetry. Quasi-symmetry is defined above as a property of a magnetic configuration where $|B|$ approximately depends on only a single variable within a flux surface and stellarator symmetry is the property of
a given magnetic equilibrium in which \( f(R, \phi, Z) = f(R, -\phi, -Z) \) for any function \( f \), where \( R, \phi \), and \( z \) are the usual cylindrical coordinates. A set of \( R_{n,m}^c \) and \( Z_{n,m}^s \) at a number of \((n,m)\) values defines the boundary shape of the magnetic equilibrium.

Once the configuration has been generated using VMEC, one can view \(|B|\) on a flux surface to visualize the shape of the equilibrium and the structure of the magnetic field. Examples of \(|B|\) on the outermost flux surface for HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J are included in Figs. 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, respectively. A more detailed, quantitative examination of the magnetic field can also be carried out. In general, as a result of stellarator symmetry, the magnetic field strength \(|B|\) can be written in the following manner,

\[
|B| = B_{00}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \left[ 1 + \sum_{m,n} \epsilon_{m,n}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \cos(n\xi - m\theta) \right], \tag{1.17}
\]

where \( \xi \) and \( \theta \) are the toroidal and poloidal angles as written in Boozer coordinates [2,8], \( B_{00}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \) is the \((n = 0, m = 0)\) component of the magnetic field, and \( \epsilon_{m,n}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \) denotes the relative strength of the \((n,m)\) modes, where \( r_{\text{eff}} \) and \( a \) are an effective radial coordinate implicitly defined by the normalized toroidal magnetic flux \( s_0 = (r_{\text{eff}}/a)^2 \) and the minor radius, respectively. One can plot a Boozer spectrum \( \epsilon_{m,n}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \) as a function of \( r_{\text{eff}}/a \) to examine a magnetic equilibrium more quantitatively. In quasi-symmetric stellarators, one Fourier mode \( \epsilon_{m,n}(r_{\text{eff}}/a) \) dominates other components over a majority of the
Figure 1.3: $|\mathbf{B}|$ on the outermost flux surface of the quasi-helically symmetric HSX magnetic equilibrium. Note that the lines of relatively constant magnetic field strength form a helix. Red (blue) indicates regions of high (low) magnetic field strength. The axes correspond to spatial Cartesian coordinates.
Figure 1.4: $|\mathbf{B}|$ on the outermost flux surface of the quasi-axisymmetric NCSX magnetic equilibrium. Note that the high-field side of the flux surface is always the inboard side, like in a tokamak. Red (blue) indicates regions of high (low) magnetic field strength. The axes correspond to spatial Cartesian coordinates.
Figure 1.5: $|\mathbf{B}|$ on the outermost flux surface for the non-quasi-symmetric Heliotron-J magnetic equilibrium. Note that there is no line of constant magnetic field strength that can be drawn over one full toroidal transit. Heliotron-J does not exhibit any form of quasi-symmetry. Red (blue) indicates regions of high (low) magnetic field strength. The axes correspond to spatial Cartesian coordinates.
minor radius. Boozer spectra for HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J are given in Figs. 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8, respectively.

The HSX equilibrium is a four-field-period configuration, where the number of field periods is defined as the number of times the equilibrium repeats itself per one toroidal transit, with aspect ratio $A = R/a \approx 10$, mean magnetic field $\langle B \rangle \approx 1$ T, and low magnetic shear $\hat{s} = \left( \frac{r_{\text{eff}}}{q} \right) \frac{dq}{dr_{\text{eff}}} = -\left( \frac{r_{\text{eff}}}{\iota} \right) \frac{d\iota}{dr_{\text{eff}}} \approx -0.05$, where $q$ and $\iota$ are the safety factor and rotational transform, respectively, at $s_0 = \left( \frac{r_{\text{eff}}}{a} \right)^2 \approx 0.5$. The major (minor) radius of HSX is approximately 1.2 m (0.12 m). It should also be noted that HSX is not optimized for a specific normalized plasma pressure $\beta = \frac{2\mu_0 p}{B^2}$. Therefore, the HSX equilibrium used throughout has $\beta = 0$. This is also a typical operating $\beta$ experimentally for HSX.

The baseline NCSX equilibrium has total normalized plasma pressure $\beta \approx 4\%$, three field periods, aspect ratio $A \approx 4.5$, mean magnetic field $\langle B \rangle \approx 1.6$ T, and sizable average magnetic shear $\hat{s} \approx -0.5$ at $s_0 \approx 0.5$. The major (minor) radius of NCSX is 1.4 m (0.33 m). The use of the finite-$\beta$ NCSX equilibrium is motivated by the fact that the configuration was optimized for finite-$\beta$ experiments.

It should be noted that average and local magnetic shear are distinct quantities. The average magnetic shear is defined above and is the flux-tube average of the local shear. The local magnetic shear $\hat{s}_{\text{loc}} = (\hat{b} \times \hat{n}) \cdot \nabla \times (\hat{b} \times \hat{n})$ [9,10], where $\hat{b}$ and $\hat{n}$ are unit vectors in the directions parallel to the magnetic field.
Figure 1.6: The Boozer spectrum for the HSX equilibrium. Only four magnetic Fourier modes are included as subsequent modes lie almost directly on top of either the $(4,2)$ or $(4,0)$ mode. The fact that the magnitude of the $(4,1)$ mode is large relative to the non-symmetric components of the Boozer spectrum highlights the quasi-helical symmetry of HSX. The $(0,0)$ component, which is equal to 1, is omitted for readability.
Figure 1.7: The Boozer spectrum for the baseline NCSX equilibrium. Only the six magnetic Fourier modes with the largest amplitude are included. The large magnitude of the (0, 1) mode relative to the non-axisymmetric modes highlights the quasi-axisymmetry of NCSX. The (0, 0) component, again equal to 1, is excluded for readability.
and locally normal to the flux surface, respectively, can vary significantly with field-line label and along the field line. This distinction will be important when discussing qualitative differences in eigenmode structure between various types of QS stellarator equilibria.

The Heliotron-J configuration has total normalized plasma pressure $\beta \approx 0.03\%$, four field periods, aspect ratio $A \approx 7.3$, mean magnetic field $\langle B \rangle \approx 1.35$ T, and average magnetic shear $\dot{s} \approx 0.028$ at $s_0 \approx 0.5$, which is comparable to the magnetic shear of HSX. The major (minor) radius of Heliotron-J is 1.18 m (0.162 m). As noted previously, Heliotron-J is not quasi-symmetric.

After using the MHD equilibrium solver VMEC [7] to generate the HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J geometries, the GIST code [11] then calculates the necessary magnetic geometry data for the desired flux tube at the specified normalized toroidal magnetic flux $s_0$.

One additional topic that is relevant to the motivation of this work is turbulence-optimized and neoclassically-optimized stellarators. Presently, turbulence contributes significantly to many of the cutting-edge stellarator experiments worldwide. However, this is not something that must be true for future experiments or reactors. One of the primary motivations for this work is developing a deeper understanding of plasma turbulence so that said knowledge can be leveraged to develop magnetic confinement systems which exhibit greatly
Figure 1.8: The Boozer spectrum for Heliotron-J, where the seven largest-magnitude modes are included. The $(0, 0)$ component, again equal to 1, is omitted for readability. Note that the $(0, 1)$, $(4, 0)$, $(8, 2)$ and $(4, 1)$ modes have comparable magnitude, a confirmation that Heliotron-J is not quasi-symmetric.
reduced turbulent transport. This would be a significant step toward an economically fusion reactor, as high turbulent transport and the resulting high heat fluxes are major unsolved problems in the field of fusion energy.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses turbulent transport in greater detail, specifically outlining the drift-wave instability mechanism as well as the two instabilities discussed in this dissertation: ion temperature gradient (ITG) and kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs). Following Ch. 2, Chapter 3 introduces the numerical scheme known as gyrokinetics and the specific gyrokinetic code GENE that is used in this work. Chapter 4 consists of a comparison of both linear and nonlinear ITG dynamics between HSX and NCSX, highlighting the importance of nonlinear physics relative to linear physics when analyzing the turbulence properties of a given quasi-symmetric stellarator. Chapter 5 transitions from the ITG portion of the dissertation to the KBM results, where again the linear predictions are insufficient and full nonlinear analysis is necessary. Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of this dissertation and puts forth a number of avenues for future work.
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Chapter 2

Drift-wave turbulent transport in quasi-symmetric stellarators

The purpose of this chapter is to extend the introduction of radial plasma transport in magnetic confinement systems from Ch. 1 to include an introductory discussion of drift-wave turbulent transport. As previously mentioned, even with the reduction in transport due to neoclassical optimization, there is still an additional significant component to the radial transport that is likely due to turbulence [1-3]. Turbulence in toroidal systems can be driven as a result of drift-wave instabilities such as ion-temperature-gradient [4-8], trapped-electron [2,9-11], and kinetic ballooning modes [12-14]. Similar to turbulence in everyday life, plasma turbulence arises due to inhomogeneity, or gradients, in various quantities. In the case of magnetic confinement, this inhomogeneity can consist of the large temperature and density gradients required for fusion-relevant plasma confinement. These temperature and density gradients are unstable and the system equilibrates these gradients via turbulence. Investigation of ITG and KBM turbulence in HSX, NCSX, and Heliotron-J is the focus of this research.
2.1 Drift-wave linear instability mechanism

Drift waves are plasma waves which arise due to both the plasma particle drifts discussed in Ch. 1 and other crucial physics that differentiates a drift wave from, for example, an interchange mode. An instability, within the context of drift waves, is a self-reinforcing perturbation. The fluctuation is able to access free energy in e.g. a pressure gradient to increase its amplitude. An intuitive example of an unstable system is a sphere at the top of a frictionless hill. Any arbitrarily small perturbation to the position of the ball away from the unstable equilibrium allows the ball to access free energy in the gradient of the gravitational potential to move down the hill, reinforcing the initial perturbation. In fusion-relevant plasmas, the physical mechanism behind drift wave instabilities is not as intuitive.

The standard picture of drift-wave instability evolution in toroidal magnetic confinement systems is outlined below in Fig. 2.1. The physical setup in which drift waves arise is as follows. Given a strong background magnetic field in the positive $z$-direction, pressure and $|\mathbf{B}|$ gradients in the negative $x$-direction, and a pressure $p \propto p_0 \exp(ik_y y - i\omega t)$ fluctuation with finite $k_y$, the normal curvature drift (which is in nearly the same direction as $\nabla_\perp |\mathbf{B}|$ for small values of $\beta$) that the electrons and ions experience are in opposite directions due to the opposite charge of ions and electrons. This causes a locally-varying electric field which induces an $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift that reinforces the initial pressure perturbation. This reinforcement of the initial perturbation
is what constitutes an instability. As one can see in Fig. 2.1, the spatially-varying $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift advects plasma of higher (lower) pressure toward the right (left) in regions where the initial perturbation is already transporting plasma of higher (lower) pressure to the right (left); this means that the amplitude of the fluctuation will increase in time, so long as the pressure gradient is present.

Note that if the $|\mathbf{B}|$ gradient were oppositely directed, in the positive $x$-direction, the electric field induced by the charge separation due to the differing curvature drift directions for ions and electrons would be such that the initial pressure fluctuation is not self-reinforcing, and is instead stable. When both the pressure gradient and curvature are in the same direction, this is called a region of “bad curvature”. Both the ITG and KBM instability mechanisms are driven by bad curvature. The bad curvature region is generally at the outboard midplane of a given magnetic geometry. This concept will be important when discussing linear instability dynamics for ITG and KBM. However, the notion of bad curvature alone is insufficient to describe the entirety of the drift-wave instability mechanism, as things are more complex than this relatively simple picture. There must be a physical mechanism present which creates a phase shift between the ion temperature and the electrostatic potential $\Phi$, in the case of ITG for example, to drive a drift wave. Generally, this phase shift is caused by non-adiabatic contributions to either the electron or ion physics derived from physical mechanisms such as collisions, parallel dynamics, or
Figure 2.1: The standard drift wave scenario for toroidal magnetic geometries. Arrows on the bottom of the figure indicate the direction of increasing pressure and $|\mathbf{B}|$ on the $x$-axis. Arrows on the left of the figure indicate the direction of the curvature drift of each particle species on the $y$-axis. The background magnetic field is directed out of the page in the positive $z$-direction. The blue sinusoidal variation is a fluctuation of the plasma pressure $p$ with finite $k_y$. This figure is taken from Grulke and Klinger, (2002) [15].
magnetic drifts. Depending on which physical mechanism is contributing to the non-adiabatic physics, different types of drift waves arise.

One important facet of the ITG mode is the difference between toroidal- and slab-like ITG. In the above example of a drift wave, a toroidal geometry is assumed, as there is a gradient in $B$. However, it is possible for drift waves to be unstable without the presence of the $B$ gradient; this is called a slab geometry. Dynamics parallel to the magnetic field provide the physical mechanism for the ITG instability in this case [15]. The fact that certain magnetic confinement configurations can favor one flavor of ITG over another will have important consequences for the turbulent dynamics, as will be seen in Ch. 4.

As previously mentioned, this dissertation focuses on two drift-wave instabilities and the resulting turbulence: the ITG and KBM. The two subsequent subsections will describe these two drift-waves instabilities.

### 2.2 The ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) mode

As the name suggests, the ion-temperature-gradient mode is destabilized by strong gradients in the ion temperature. The physical mechanism underlying the ITG mode is coupling between a drift wave and an ion acoustic wave, enabling energy transfer from thermal ions to the drift wave [16,17]. While the ITG mode is a drift-wave, it has a fluid-like character, as it can be crudely derived using fluid equations, where fluid equations are derived by taking velocity-space moments of the Vlasov equation given in Eq. 2.13.
The ITG mode is also stabilized by increasing density gradient. This can be seen in the dispersion relation of the ITG mode, where a dispersion relation is an equation which describes the growth rate and real frequency of a given instability as a function of the wavenumber and other plasma parameters.

A simple, straightforward derivation of an ITG mode dispersion relation can begin with the ion continuity, ion parallel momentum, and ion energy equation given by Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3). It is worth noting that this set of equations will be relevant again during the discussion of the three- and five-field models in Ch. 5.

\[
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla n_i \cdot \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} + n_i (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v}_{E \times B} + \nabla v_{\parallel}) = 0 \quad (2.1)
\]
\[
m_i n_i \left( \frac{\partial v_{\parallel}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla v_{\parallel} \right) + \nabla (p_i + n_i e \Phi) = 0 \quad (2.2)
\]
\[
\frac{1}{T_i} \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial t} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{1}{n_i} \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} - \frac{ik_y \Phi}{B} \left( \frac{1}{T_i} \frac{dT_i}{dx} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{1}{n_i} \frac{dn_i}{dx} \right) = 0, \quad (2.3)
\]

where \( n_i, v_{\parallel}, T_i, e, k_y \) and \( \Phi \) are the ion density, ion parallel velocity, ion temperature, elementary charge, binormal wavenumber, and electrostatic potential, respectively. After linearizing, taking fluctuating quantities to evolve as \( \exp \left( i (k_y y + k_z z - \omega t) \right) \), and a little massaging, Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) simplify to the following, where a \( \tilde{A} \) denotes a linearized quantity:
Given that the above set of equations consists of three equations in three unknowns, they can be algebraically combined to determine the dispersion relation of the system, which gives the following equation:

\[
1 + \frac{k_y T_e}{\omega e B n_i} \frac{d n_i}{dx} - \frac{k_z^2 T_i}{\omega^2 m_i} \left( \frac{5}{3} + \frac{T_e}{T_i} - \frac{k_y T_e}{\omega e B n_i} \frac{d n_i}{dx} \left( \eta_i - \frac{2}{3} \right) \right) = 0,
\]

where \( \omega = \omega_r + i \gamma, \omega_r, \gamma, \eta_i, k_z, \) and \( T_e \) are the frequency, real frequency, growth rate, the ratio of the ion temperature gradient to the density gradient, parallel wavenumber, and the electron temperature, respectively. Note that because a fluid treatment of the ion species was used here, this dispersion relation is not exactly correct, but it will give a reasonable intuition for how the system will behave. For example, when \( \omega \gg \omega_{*e} = \frac{k_y T_e}{e B n_i} \frac{d n_i}{dx}, \) the system exhibits ion acoustic waves, as the dispersion relation reduces to the familiar form for ion acoustic waves; but, when \( \omega \ll \omega_{*e}, \) then there can be instability, and a major determining factor for instability is whether \( \eta_i \) is less than \( 2/3 \) or greater, a threshold for ITG instability in this fluid derivation. It should also be noted that this formulation assumes that the wavelength of a given mode is shorter than the density gradient scale (\( L_n^{-1} < k \)), which is an approximation.
of weak inhomogeneity, as $L_n$ is essentially taken to be a constant. If this assumption does not hold for a given system, this derivation is inaccurate.

2.3 The kinetic ballooning mode (KBM)

The kinetic ballooning mode is characteristically different than the ITG mode in a number of ways. First, the ITG mode is electrostatic, having substantial growth rates at $\beta \to 0$, while the KBM is an electromagnetic mode, meaning that finite $B$ (and therefore finite $\beta$) fluctuations are required for instability. It is also important to note that ITG modes are stabilized by increasing $\beta$, whereas KBMs are destabilized by increasing $\beta$. Typically, the onset of KBM-driven turbulent transport is associated with breaching the ideal MHD ballooning stability boundary [18-21]. However, it has been shown that ion magnetic drifts can introduce an additional physical effect not present in simple MHD modeling in the small-perpendicular-wavelength limit [22,23]. Specifically, coupling between the KBM and thermal ions provides additional free energy to the mode. This resonant effect arises from non-adiabatic contributions to the ion density fluctuations in a kinetic treatment of the governing equations [24,25]. This effect can be qualitatively captured in a two-fluid treatment of the system, suggesting that the mode is somewhat fluid-like since the kinetic treatment is unnecessary for qualitative purposes [24].

Here, the focus lies on the $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ value at which KBM becomes the most unstable microinstability; for a discussion of different threshold definitions,
see [19]. An analysis of various Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) equilibria [26], an optimized quasi-omnigenous stellarator, with respect to KBMs suggests both that, for sufficiently large $\beta$, peak KBM growth rates occur as $k_y \rightarrow 0$ for a number of physically-relevant parameter regimes and that the critical $\beta$ at which KBMs become unstable is on the order of $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 1\%$, depending on the specific equilibrium. It is also shown in the same analysis that, in low-average-magnetic-shear W7-X configurations, KBMs can be destabilized before the ideal MHD limit $\beta_{\text{MHD}}^{\text{crit}}$. As will be shown here, the KBM threshold can be much lower than the MHD threshold $\beta_{\text{MHD}}^{\text{crit}}$, with $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 0.2\%$ in HSX over a range of wavelengths, raising the possibility that such configurations exhibit poor KBM turbulence and confinement properties. However, it is shown in this dissertation that the saturated nonlinear heat flux is greatly reduced relative to the electrostatic ITG case when $\beta > \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$. This implies that expectations based on linearly-calculated $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ values, e.g., that nonlinear heat fluxes tend to increase for $\beta > \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$, do not accurately account for critical nonlinear dynamics. Rather than presenting a full derivation of a KBM dispersion relation, the final result will instead be given as the derivation is more involved than in the ITG case:

$$\frac{k_z k^2_z}{k_{De}^2} = -\frac{(\omega - \omega_{*e})}{1 + \tau(1 - I_i)} + (\omega - \omega_{*e})(\omega - \omega_{De}) + \eta_e \omega_{*e} \omega_{De}, \quad (2.8)$$

where
\[
\begin{align*}
  k_z &= -i \frac{qR}{\partial} \partial \theta \quad (2.9) \\
  k_\perp &= k_i^2 (1 + (s\theta - \alpha \sin(\theta))^2) \quad (2.10) \\
  \omega_{Dj} &= \frac{T_j}{eBR} k_i (\cos(\theta) + \sin(\theta)(s\theta - \alpha \sin(\theta))) \quad (2.11) \\
  I_i &= \int \frac{\omega + \dot{\omega}_i(v^2)}{\omega + \dot{\omega}_{Di}(v)} J_0^2(\Lambda_i) f_{Mi} d\mathbf{v}, \quad (2.12)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \tau, I_i, \theta, \alpha, s, R, J_0, \) and \( f_{Mi} \) are the temperature ratio, the non-adiabatic contribution to the ion density fluctuations, a poloidal-like coordinate, a parameter correlated to the normalized plasma pressure \( \beta \), the average magnetic shear, the major radius, a zeroth order Bessel function, and a Maxwellian distribution for the ions, respectively [24,25]. It should be noted that these equations are tokamak-specific and do not account for complicated geometrical effects that are present in stellarator configurations. For more information on this dispersion relation, please see references 24 and 25 by Hirose et al.

Eq. 2.8 has been studied extensively and does indeed exhibit KBMs, even in parameter regimes not predicted by previous theory such as negative shear tokamaks. While it is difficult to intuit much at first glance from Eq. (2.8), it is important to note the resonance condition in the non-adiabatic contribution to the perturbed ion density \( I_i \), where if \( \omega + \dot{\omega}_{Di} \approx 0 \), then \( I_i \) has a resonant contribution and can fundamentally change the nature of Eq. (2.8) and the otherwise expected behavior. This resonance is the ion magnetic drift resonance previously mentioned that may be playing an important role in the peculiar \( \beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} \) behavior observed in low-\( \dot{s} \) magnetic equilibria. Note that this
treatment is inherently kinetic, and not fluid as was the case for ITG. This is why the derivation is more complicated.

2.4 Turbulent transport

Within the context of fusion energy, turbulent transport is one of the major barriers to a successful fusion reactor. Plasma turbulence is a difficult subject to study for a number of reasons. One reason is inherently tied to the physics of plasma turbulence, and that is the disparity in time- and length-scales of the important dynamics of the system. For example, regarding the separation of scales in time, one of the faster time-scales is the gyromotion of the electron, which can be on the order of nanoseconds. This is contrasted with the time-scale over which the plasma density and temperature profiles change, which can be on the order of seconds. This implies a disparity in time-scales on the order of $10^9$ or higher. Similarly, for the separation of length-scales, where the disparity can be on the order of $10^6$ or higher, where one of the smaller scales is the gyroradius of electrons (millimeters) and one of the larger scales is the mean free path of charged particles streaming along a magnetic field line (kilometers). This difference in scales makes plasma turbulence simulation especially difficult, as will be further discussed in Ch. 3.

Another reason why plasma turbulence is so difficult to understand is the structure of the set of equations that must be solved to ascertain the turbulent dynamics. Generally, the Vlasov equation and Maxwell’s equations,
shown below, can be solved iteratively in time and space to determine how the electromagnetic fields and the plasma distribution function(s) evolve in time and space.

\[
\frac{\partial f_j}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \frac{\partial f_j}{\partial \mathbf{x}} + \frac{\mathbf{F}_j}{m_j} \cdot \frac{\partial f_j}{\partial \mathbf{v}} = 0 \quad (2.13)
\]
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \frac{\rho}{\epsilon_0} \quad (2.14)
\]
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0 \quad (2.15)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} \quad (2.16)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \mu_0 \left( \mathbf{J} + \epsilon_0 \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}}{\partial t} \right). \quad (2.17)
\]

This is a nonlinear system of partial differential equations where a number of assumptions and simplifying ordering schemes must be applied before it can be solved numerically in a reasonable amount of time. In order to further convey the difficulty of solving the above system of equations, one can examine one of the nonlinearities of the system. The \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) nonlinearity, denoted by \( N \), which pops out of the Vlasov equation after some substitutions and massaging, can take the following form:

\[
N[g] = \sum_{\mathbf{k}'_{\perp}} (k'_x k'_y - k_x k'_y) \chi(k'_\perp) g_j(k_{\perp} - k'_{\perp}), \quad (2.18)
\]

where \( \chi \) and \( g_j \) are a combined electromagnetic potential and a modified plasma distribution function, respectively. The \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) nonlinearity may look simple enough, it can be written on a single line after all. However, looking
more closely, Eq. (2.18) implies that for each $k_\perp$ at which one would like to evaluate $N$, one must compute $\chi$, $g_j$, and $(k'_x k_y - k_x)$ at wavenumbers different than $k_\perp$. This is computationally expensive considering that generally nonlinear simulations have somewhere between 50 and 100 $k_y$ modes. The computational expense of solving the full system only gets larger as you increase the difference between the largest and smallest wavelengths in your nonlinear simulation or increase the resolution in the perpendicular direction, which must be done to conduct the necessary convergence tests to ensure that your results are physical. As will be discussed in Ch. 3, there are clever ways to solve Eqs. (2.13)-(2.18) such that interesting physics can be ascertained from nonlinear simulations.

Fortunately, it is also possible to solve the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations without the $E \times B$ nonlinearity as a means of studying the important linear physics. Generally, in a nonlinear simulation, all fluctuating quantities are initiated with small amplitudes and then grow exponentially for some period of time. Linear simulations allow one to probe this linear regime, i.e. allowing one to investigate the type of modes present in the system, how many unstable modes exist at a given $k_y$ (using eigenvalue calculations), the growth rates of unstable modes, the eigenmode structures (the structure of the mode(s) along the field line), etc. Eventually, the fluctuating quantities will have sufficient amplitude that the nonlinear terms are no longer small relative to the linear terms. When this happens, linear growth ceases and the various fluctuating
quantities enter a quasi-stationary state, which will be shown in subsequent chapters. Mathematically, it is straightforward to see why the structure of the equations change as fluctuating quantities increase in amplitude and saturate. However, understanding the physical mechanism by which this process happens is not a straightforward task.

In hydrodynamic turbulence, as would be present in a turbulent river or the stirring of coffee, where the fluid is comprised of non-charged particles, one physical mechanism by which the system saturates is via a cascade of energy to smaller and smaller scales, where eventually small-scale dissipation like viscosity can dissipate the energy. This can be more easily understood through an example: the stirring of a large pot of water. The person mixing the water is injecting kinetic energy into the system, causing the water to swirl in a circular motion around the pot. When the stirring stops, the rate of rotation of the water in the pot will decrease, but, and this is where the transfer of energy to smaller scales happens, one will also see smaller circular structures known as eddies begin to form, and then even smaller eddies will form, and so on, until the water returns to rest. This is what is meant by a cascade of energy to smaller scales. The kinetic energy of the water at the beginning is in the largest length-scale of the system, namely whatever the diameter of the pot is, but over time, smaller eddies will continually form and slow down. The injected kinetic energy is cascading to eddies of smaller and smaller characteristic size until eventually friction or the little viscosity that
the water possesses dissipates that energy. Now, in the case where the person never stops stirring, a balance will be struck between the energy injection rate and the energy dissipation rate, and the turbulent system will exist in saturated state.

However, this saturation mechanism is not always the whole story. There are a number of different mechanisms by which turbulence can saturate and dissipate energy. One mechanism that is particularly important for the present work is energy transfer to stable modes. Remembering the discussion of the drift-wave instability mechanism earlier in this chapter, that was a discussion of an unstable perturbation, or an unstable mode. In more complicated magnetic geometries, it is possible for both unstable and stable modes to coexist at similar wavenumbers. When this is the case, the nonlinearity of the system can preferentially move energy from an unstable mode to a stable mode at a similar wavenumber via three-wave coupling. This reduces the magnitude of the unstable mode amplitude while increasing the magnitude of the stable mode amplitude. By definition, the amplitude of a stable mode will decrease in time, as it puts energy back into the background gradients, again via the same drift-wave mechanism discussed earlier. Multiple saturation mechanisms coexist in most real-world turbulent systems, but as will be shown here, saturation via energy transfer to stable modes plays a significant role in both ITG and KBM turbulence in quasi-symmetric stellarator configurations. The next
chapter will discuss both the numerical methods and the GENE code used to study ITG and KBM turbulence in this work.
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Chapter 3

Gyrokinetics

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce both gyrokinetics and the GENE code used to conduct the numerical studies presented in this dissertation. The previous chapter introduced some of the challenges underlying developing a comprehensive understanding of plasma turbulence, and this chapter discusses some of the clever methods used to approach the problem of plasma turbulence in a pragmatic way, especially within the context of current supercomputing technology. The basic strategy for developing practical tools to understand plasma turbulence, most of the time, is to determine what pieces of physics are ignorable and what must be kept in order to accurately study the physics of interest. For example, if one is interested in strictly ITG turbulence, it may be possible to make certain assumptions about the electron dynamics, reducing the complexity of the system, and thereby making your problem more tractable.
3.1 The Vlasov equation

In an ideal world, where there is infinite computing power, one could simulate the trajectories of motion of every single plasma particle in your system and determine the electromagnetic fields for all points in space at all times. The system of equations for this case look like the following. First, one would begin with a plasma particle density function describing the distribution of plasma particles, shown in Eq. 3.1.

\[ N(x, v, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{0,s}} \delta(x - x_i(t)) \delta(v - v_i(t)) \],

(3.1)

where \( x_i, v_i, N_{0,s}, \) and \( \delta(x) \) denote the position of a plasma particle, the velocity of a plasma particle, the number of particles of a given species, and a Dirac delta function, respectively. As a brief aside, the Dirac delta function has the quality of being equal to zero except when its argument is zero. When its argument is zero, the Dirac delta function takes on an infinite value such that \( \int f(x) \delta(x - a) dx = f(a) \). Next, each plasma particle moves in 6D phase space (where the six coordinates are the familiar Cartesian coordinates and their corresponding velocities: \( (x, y, z, v_x, v_y, v_z) \)) according to the Lorentz force discussed in Ch. 1, shown again here in Eq. 3.2.

\[ m_s \frac{\partial v_i(t)}{\partial t} = q_s \left( E(x_i(t), t) + v_i(t) \times B(x_i(t), t) \right) \],

(3.2)

where the location and velocity of each plasma particle \( i \) have been substituted for the general spatial and velocity-space coordinates. Next, the electric
and magnetic fields change as the particles move in phase space according to Maxwell’s equations, shown again below.

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{x}, t) = \frac{\rho(\mathbf{x}, t)}{\epsilon_0} \quad (3.3)
\]
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{x}, t) = 0 \quad (3.4)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{x}, t) = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{x}, t)}{\partial t} \quad (3.5)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{x}, t) = \mu_0 \left( \mathbf{J}(\mathbf{x}, t) + \epsilon_0 \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{x}, t)}{\partial t} \right) \quad (3.6)
\]

where the current density and charge density are defined relative to the plasma particle density function in the following way:

\[
\rho(\mathbf{x}, t) = \sum_{s} N_{\text{species}} q_{s} \int d^3 v \sum_{i=1}^{N_{0,s}} \delta(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_i(t)) \delta(\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v}_i(t)) = \sum_{s} q_{s} \int d^3 v N
\]
\[
\mathbf{J}(\mathbf{x}, t) = \sum_{s} q_{s} \int d^3 v \sum_{i=1}^{N_{0,s}} \delta(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_i(t)) \delta(\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v}_i(t)) = \sum_{s} q_{s} \int d^3 v \mathbf{v} N.
\]

One can then determine the time evolution of the plasma particles by evaluating Eq. 3.7 below:

\[
\frac{\partial N}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{0,s}} \delta(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_i(t)) \delta(\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v}_i(t)) = 0, \quad (3.7)
\]

which, after making use of a number of Dirac delta function properties gives the following equation of motion, Eq. 3.8

\[
\frac{\partial N}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla N + \frac{q_{s}}{m_s} (\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{x}, t) + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{x}, t)) \cdot \nabla_v N = 0. \quad (3.8)
\]
Eq. 3.8 is known as the Klimontovich equation and it is well known in plasma kinetic theory. However, in the present form, it is not useful for plasma turbulence simulations. This is because nominal fusion-energy-relevant plasmas contain on the order of $N_{\text{tot}} = 10^{22}-10^{23}$ plasma particles. Therefore, at each time step, one would need to calculate the electric and magnetic fields at each $(x_i, v_i)$ as the superposition of the contributions to $E$ and $B$ from all other plasma particles at positions $(x_j, v_j)$, where $i \neq j$. Based on this fact, it would require at least on the order of $N_{\text{tot}}^2$ calculations at each time step, and this is simply not feasible given current supercomputing technology. However, not all is lost because the Klimontovich equation is a starting point for the derivation of the Vlasov equation, first introduced in the previous chapter, which can be used for practically-relevant plasma turbulence calculations.

Beginning with the ensemble average of Eq. 3.8 and taking $f(x, v, t)$, $E^*(x, v, t)$, and $B^*(x, t)$ to be the ensemble averages of $N$, $E(x, t)$, and $B(x, t)$, respectively, with $\langle \rangle$ denoting the ensemble average, one arrives at:

$$\langle \frac{\partial N}{\partial t} + v \cdot \nabla N + \frac{q_s}{m_s} (E(x, t) + v \times B(x, t)) \cdot \nabla_v N \rangle = 0,$$  
(3.9)

$$\frac{\partial \langle N \rangle}{\partial t} + v \cdot \nabla \langle N \rangle + \left( \frac{q_s}{m_s} (E(x, t) + v \times B(x, t)) \cdot \nabla_v \langle N \rangle \right) = 0,$$  
(3.10)

which finally simplifies to the Vlasov equation:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + v \cdot \nabla f + \frac{q_s}{m_s} (E^*(x, t) + v \times B^*(x, t)) \cdot \nabla_v f = 0,$$  
(3.11)
where higher-order correlations between $E$, $B$, and $N$ that would be present due to the third term in Eq. 3.10 are ignored because the turbulence results presented in this work are in the collisionless regime, and so the Vlasov equation is used rather than the Boltzmann equation. A similar ensemble averaging is done for Maxwell’s equations. It is this set of Maxwell’s equations, coupled with the Vlasov equation, that is used in the GENE code, and therefore for the turbulence calculations presented in this dissertation.

3.2 The Gene Code

In this work, the gyrokinetic turbulence code GENE [1] is used to study ITG and KBM turbulence via flux-tube simulations of the NCSX, HSX, H-J, and small-$\hat{s}$ circular tokamak magnetic equilibria outlined in Ch. 1. Relative to fully kinetic simulations, where the full particle trajectories are resolved, gyrokinetics reduces computational expense by averaging over the gyrophase of the trajectories of charged particles in the presence of a strong magnetic guide field [2], thereby simulating rings of charge, as is shown in Fig. 3.1. This provides two major advantages which make numerical simulation of plasma turbulence feasible with current supercomputing technology. The first advantage is that the fast time-scale associated with the gyromotion of charged particles does not need to be resolved, and this is acceptable because the physics of interest occurs on time-scales that are much slower than the gyromotion (generally by at least three orders of magnitude). The second advantage is
that the dimensionality of the phase space of the system is reduced from six to five, that is, gyrokinetics reduces the $6D$ phase space \((x, y, z, v_x, v_y, v_z)\) to a $5D$ phase space \((x, y, z, v_{\perp}, v_z)\). This reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the system, thereby reducing the necessary computing resources. **GENE** solves a system of coupled equations that consists of the Vlasov equation, the Poisson equation, and Ampere’s law (in simulations with finite $\beta$). Further details regarding the equations solved by **GENE** can be found in Pueschel et al., 2011 [3].

Using the MHD magnetic equilibrium solver VMEC [4] to generate the HSX, NCSX, H-J, and small-$s$ tokamak geometries, the GIST code [5] then calculates the necessary magnetic geometry data for the desired flux tube at the specified normalized toroidal magnetic flux $s_0 = \Psi/\Psi(a) = (r_{\text{eff}}/a)^2$, where $\Psi(a)$ is the toroidal flux at the plasma boundary and $r_{\text{eff}}$ is an effective radial coordinate implicitly defined by the toroidal magnetic flux.

### 3.2.1 Flux-tube simulation domain

Due to the computational expense of full-volume and full-flux-surface simulations [6], flux-tube simulations are exclusively employed in this work. The characteristic perpendicular length scales of the turbulence in magnetic confinement systems are sufficiently small that flux-tube simulations with reduced radial extent will accurately capture the dynamics of the turbulence. In the localized flux-tube simulation domain, periodic and quasi-periodic boundary conditions are used in the radial/binormal and parallel directions, respectively.
Figure 3.1: This figure highlights the gyroaveraging done in gyrokinetic codes such as GENE code where, rather than resolving the gyromotion of charged particles in strong magnetic fields, one can average over the gyrophase and simulate charged rings. This is valid because the characteristic time-scales of plasma turbulence are much slower than the time-scale associated with gyromotion. Source: Noguchi, 2016.
A flux tube follows a single magnetic field line around the equilibrium with sufficient radial extent to encompass multiple perpendicular turbulent correlation lengths. This requirement prevents artificial self-connection of turbulent fluctuations via the periodic radial boundary condition. Care must be taken to ensure that the flux tube extent along the field line is sufficient so that any given eigenmode is localized and accurately described [6]. In Figure 3.2, examples of $n_{\text{pol}} = 2$ flux-tube domains for HSX and NCSX are shown, where $n_{\text{pol}}$ indicates the number of poloidal transits of the flux tube. The low average magnetic shear in HSX, which affects how extended eigenmodes can be in the parallel direction, impacts the convergence characteristics as measured by $n_{\text{pol}}$. Prior gyrokinetic studies of HSX flux tubes indicate $n_{\text{pol}} = 4$ is required for proper convergence [7].

The coordinate system used in GENE is the following. The direction parallel to the background magnetic field is the $\hat{z}$ direction. The radial direction $\hat{x}$ is perpendicular to both $\hat{z}$ and the magnetic flux surface on which the turbulence simulations are carried out. The final spatial coordinate is the $\hat{y}$ direction, which is called the binormal direction because it is a second vector (in addition to $\hat{x}$) which is perpendicular to the magnetic field line. In general, $\hat{x}$ and $\hat{y}$ are not perpendicular in complex three-dimensional magnetic geometries, which makes the math more complicated than would be the case in orthogonal coordinate systems. GENE is spectral in both the $\hat{x}$ and $\hat{y}$ directions while using real-space coordinates for $\hat{z}$. 
Figure 3.2: The $s_0 \approx 0.5$ flux surfaces of NCSX (left) and HSX (right). The black lines indicate the $\alpha = \theta - \iota \xi = 0$ flux-tube domains of each configuration, where $\theta$ and $\xi$ are the poloidal and toroidal angle in Boozer coordinates, respectively. Figure courtesy of Pavlos Xanthopoulous.
In the HSX geometry, the value of the rotational transform \( \tau = d\Phi_p/d\Psi = 1/q \approx 1.062 \) at \( s_0 \approx 0.5 \) is near unity, where \( \Phi_p \) and \( q \) are the poloidal magnetic flux and the safety factor, respectively. Contrastingly, NCSX has \( \tau \approx 0.559 \) at \( s_0 = 0.5 \). As a result of the near unity value of \( \tau \) in the HSX geometry, a flux tube in the HSX configuration will require greater \( n_{pol} \) to sample more unique portions of the flux surface geometry relative to a flux tube in the NCSX configuration. The following chapters will present the major ITG and KBM turbulence results that comprise the bulk of this work.
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Chapter 4

Electrostatic ITG turbulence in stellarators

In this chapter, a comparison of as-calculated-by-GENE ITG turbulence properties of both HSX and NCSX in the electrostatic limit (both adiabatic and kinetic electrons) will be presented. These results have been published [1], and this chapter serves to cover the contents of that publication. This chapter also serves to introduce the reader to a variety of methods such as eigenvalue calculations, quasilinear modeling, fluctuation cross-phases, and nonlinear frequency analysis techniques used in gyrokinetics to diagnose both linear and nonlinear dynamics. The primary takeaway of this chapter is that purely linear dynamics such as growth rates or quasilinear estimates fail to capture some important aspects of turbulent transport across quasi-symmetric stellarator equilibria, an indication that an understanding of nonlinear physics is necessary.

4.1 Adiabatic-electron turbulence

The first ITG turbulence comparison in this chapter is based on adiabatic electrons, where electrons are assumed to have an immediate response to a
fluctuating electrostatic potential $\Phi$ ($e\Phi/T_{e0} = n_e/n_{e0}$), where $e$, $T_{e0}$, $n_e$, and $n_{e0}$ are the elementary charge, equilibrium electron temperature, fluctuating electron density, and equilibrium electron density, respectively. The rationale for this is twofold. First, past work on stellarator turbulence has focused on the adiabatic-electron limit [2-5], owing to the lower computational costs. Second, by first analyzing the adiabatic-electron limit, it is possible to determine whether certain aspects of the ITG dynamics persist when simulating with kinetic electrons or not. Results pertaining to linear computations in the adiabatic-electron limit will be presented next, followed by nonlinear results.

### 4.1.1 Linear eigenmodes

The linearized versions of Vlasov equation, Poisson equation, and Ampère’s Law, see Eqs. (2.13)-(2.17), are solved using a normal eigenmode ansatz such that fluctuating quantities are assumed to evolve as $\Phi, n \propto \exp[i(k_\perp \cdot x - \omega t)]$, where $\omega = i\gamma - \omega_r$ such that a positive real frequency indicates a mode propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction.

Linear initial-value computations determine the most unstable eigenmode of the system. Figure 4.1 shows the dominant growth rate $\gamma$ at each wavenumber $k_y$, normalized to the inverse ion sound gyroradius $\rho_s = c_s m_i/eB$, where $k_x$ and $k_y$ are the radial and binormal wavenumbers, respectively. In Fig. 4.1, the transport-relevant regime is the low-$k_y$ region, as it is the large-wavelength structures that dominate the heat flux, as will be shown in Sec. 4.1.6. Note the continuity in the real frequency $\omega$ spectrum, an indication that only a
single ITG branch is dominant. However, as will be shown, subdominant modes exist in both HSX and NCSX. The normalized gradient values used for all simulations with adiabatic electrons are \( a/L_n = 0 \) and \( a/L_{T_i} = 3 \), where 

\[
L_{n,T}^{-1} \equiv -\left[1/(n_0,T_0)\right] d(n_0,T_0)/dr.
\]

As previously mentioned, this chapter contrasts both linear and nonlinear ITG physics between NCSX and HSX. One of the primary conclusions of this chapter is the following: the NCSX configuration exhibits lower growth rates in the low-\( k_y \) regime, suggesting that NCSX should display more favorable behavior with respect to ITG turbulent transport, i.e., a lower electrostatic ion heat flux \( Q_{ies} \) in nonlinear simulations. However, as will be shown, HSX exhibits smaller \( Q_{ies} \) relative to NCSX. The fact that HSX exhibits larger growth rates is intuitive after one examines the magnetic shear and curvature. First, the local magnetic shear, a stabilization mechanism for drift waves, is an order of magnitude smaller on average in magnitude in HSX compared to NCSX. Second, the curvature at the outboard midplane, where modes tend to be localized, is worse in HSX than NCSX. It should be noted that \( a \approx 0.33 \) m and \( a \approx 0.12 \) m for NCSX and HSX, respectively. Therefore, there is as much as a factor of 8 difference (at \( k_y \rho_s = 0.2 \)) in linear growth rates when expressed in Hz between HSX and NCSX. This result is consistent with calculations made by Rewoldt et al. [5], where there is roughly a factor of 7 difference in growth rates between HSX and NCSX-BETA. Next, additional differences in the linear ITG drift-wave physics between NCSX and HSX will be elucidated, including
Figure 4.1: The dominant linear growth rate $\gamma$ (top) and real frequency $\omega$ (bottom) as a function of normalized binormal wavenumber $k_y$ for the NCSX (black triangles) and HSX (blue squares) configurations for the $\alpha = 0$ flux tubes.
results pertaining to subdominant mode behavior, eigenmode structure, and quasilinear estimates in HSX vs. NCSX.

4.1.2 Subdominant mode landscape

Figure 4.2 shows the frequencies and growth rates of 123 and 47 linear eigenmodes for HSX and NCSX, respectively, at $k_y \rho_s = 0.3$. At this wavenumber, there are at least 109 and 5 linearly unstable modes in HSX and NCSX, respectively. Subdominant modes are eigenmodes of the linear operator of the system that have smaller positive growth rates than the dominant instability. It is also important to note that the modes in Fig. 4.2 likely do not encompass all of the fastest-growing or slowest-decaying modes, as the eigenvalue solver algorithm can miss modes occasionally due to its iterative nature; but, the modes that the eigenvalue solver misses tend to be very close to marginality ($\gamma \approx 0$). However, the general picture that HSX has many more unstable modes than NCSX depicted in Fig. 4.2 is nevertheless accurate. The larger number of unstable modes in HSX relative to NCSX is characteristic of the subdominant-mode landscape at other values of $k_y$ in the low-$k_y$ range.
Figure 4.2: A set of 123 and 47 linear eigenmodes in HSX (blue hollow diamonds) and NCSX (black filled diamonds), respectively, at binormal wavenumber $k_y \rho_s = 0.3$ for computations with adiabatic electrons, as determined by GENE’s iterative eigenvalue solver. Note the substantial number of subdominant modes in HSX relative to the few in NCSX.
The motivation for showing data at $k_y \rho_s = 0.3$ is that this value of $k_y$ is near the peak of the ion heat flux spectrum in Fig. 4.5 for HSX. The large difference between the subdominant eigenmode landscapes of HSX and NCSX is due in large part to the dissimilar average magnetic shear $\hat{s}$ in each configuration. Generally, larger $\hat{s}$ more effectively localizes a given eigenmode to the bad-curvature region. Since $\hat{s}$ is small in HSX, modes are more sensitive to portions of the magnetic geometry further away from the outboard midplane where the local magnetic shear has a small amplitude. With more regions along the magnetic field line available to these eigenmodes due to small $\hat{s}$, HSX exhibits substantially more subdominant modes than NCSX; see also Refs. [6,7]. For low magnetic shear, mode localization at different $k_x$ is possible, resulting in many concurrently unstable mode branches. One might expect this to bode poorly for turbulent transport in HSX relative to NCSX, especially since there are a number of subdominant modes in HSX that are more unstable than the dominant instability present in NCSX. It is noteworthy that eigenvalue computations of HSX with an artificial, NCSX-like $\hat{s} \approx -0.5$ display only a handful of subdominant modes, indicating that $\hat{s}$, or more precisely the local magnetic shear, is indeed the primary factor determining subdominant-mode excitation. The existence of a larger number of unstable modes seems unfavorable with respect to turbulent transport properties; however, this may not necessarily be the case. In a tokamak, the most unstable mode at a given $k_y$ can describe upwards of 70% of the turbulent state [8], while in a geometry
like HSX, all of the unstable modes combined may only constitute 60% of the nonlinear state [7]. This is consistent with the fact that quasilinear proxies can work to predict and optimize ITG turbulent transport over a range of quasi-axisymmetric stellarators, as they are tokamak-like [3], where the most unstable mode can be a better proxy for the turbulent state.

4.1.3 Eigenmode structure

In HSX, eigenmodes at long binormal wavelengths extend far along the magnetic field line. This differs from the ITG eigenmode structures present in NCSX, where eigenmodes are more strongly localized to the bad-curvature region of a given field line, generally at the outboard midplanes. Figure 4.3 highlights this difference between NCSX and HSX, showing the electrostatic potential $\Phi$ structure of the dominant eigenmode at wavenumber $k_y\rho_s = 0.2$.

HSX exhibits extended eigenmodes structures versus the more-localized modes in NCSX, and this can have important implications for the energetics of the turbulent state. The structure of eigenmodes plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of nonlinear energy transfer from unstable to damped eigenmodes in turbulence saturation physics [9,10]. In a configuration like HSX, where eigenmodes are more extended along the field line and thus retain substantial amplitudes across a wide range of radial wavenumbers $k_x$ that may interact nonlinearly, the nonlinear coupling between eigenmodes and therefore the nonlinear transfer of energy to stable modes may be more efficient [2], allowing for lower saturated heat flux levels.
Figure 4.3: Eigenmode amplitude as a function of parallel coordinate along the field line for binormal wavenumber $k_y \rho_b = 0.2$ for the baseline NCSX configuration (black) and the HSX geometry (blue) for computations with adiabatic electrons. Note the extended nature of the HSX eigenmode relative to NCSX.
4.1.4 Quasilinear transport modeling

A quasilinear comparison of HSX and NCSX can provide insight into the extent to which the linear physics accurately captures the performance of HSX relative to NCSX with respect to ITG turbulence. The goal of this quasilinear analysis is to see if the conclusion of the comparison of dominant linear growth rates between configurations is changed by accounting for all of the subdominant modes at each $k_y$, the impact of individual mode widths, and quasilinear weight changes. Here a quasilinear transport model will be used to extend the comparison of dominant linear growth rates between HSX and NCSX to include additional linear physics and some data from nonlinear simulations to ensure proper spectral shapes. To achieve this, a mixing-length argument is employed to estimate the quasilinear turbulent thermal diffusivity as [7]

$$X_i^{QL} = \sum_{k,j} S_k \frac{w_{k,j} \gamma_{k,j}}{\langle k^2 \rangle_{k,j}},$$

(4.1)

where

$$\langle k^2 \rangle = \langle g^{xx} k_x^2 + 2g^{xy} k_x k_y + g^{yy} k_y^2 \rangle,$$

(4.2)

with the field-line average defined as $\langle X \rangle = \int d\theta X |\Phi|^2 / \int d\theta |\Phi|^2$, where $k_\perp$ is the perpendicular wavevector of a given mode, $\Phi$ is the electrostatic potential, and $\theta$ labels points along a field line assuming a ballooning-like ansatz for the micro-instability [11,12]. The $k$ and $j$ sums are over wavenumbers $k_y$ and the unstable eigenmodes, respectively, and $\gamma_{k,j}$ is the growth rate of a particular
mode. The shaping factor $S_k$ is determined by the heat flux spectrum of a reference nonlinear simulation. More specifically, $S_k$ is the fraction of the heat flux associated with a specific $k_y$ from a reference nonlinear simulation. For both HSX and NCSX, the reference nonlinear simulations are the simulations from which the time traces in Fig. 4.4 are generated. The quasilinear weight $w_{k,j} = Q_i/n^2$, where $Q_i$ and $n$ are the volume-integrated ion heat flux and fluctuating ion density associated with a given linear eigenmode, respectively, is a weighting factor which accounts for the phase information of the eigenmode in question, quantifying the extent to which it can produce heat flux. The use of $n^2$ in the quasilinear weight is justified since these are adiabatic-electron simulations ($n \propto \Phi$); for kinetic-electron simulations, $\Phi^2$ is the more appropriate normalization choice [13]. In performing this calculation, the subdominant instabilities at each $k_y$ are accounted for, but stable modes are not. Both $S_k$ and $w_{k,j}$ are comparable between the two configurations, with $w_{k,j}$ being approximately 40% larger on average in HSX. The most notable difference, besides the number of subdominant modes, between HSX and NCSX with respect to this quasilinear calculation is $\langle k_{\perp \perp}^2 \rangle$, with HSX exhibiting smaller $\langle k_{\perp \perp}^2 \rangle$, and therefore larger $\langle k_{\perp}^2 \rangle^{-1}$, than NCSX by roughly an order of magnitude or more, depending on the value of $k_y$.

A comparison of the quasilinear turbulent thermal diffusivity of HSX and NCSX yields: $(\chi_i^{QL})_{\text{HSX}}/(\chi_i^{QL})_{\text{NCSX}} \approx 4.2$. This is consistent with an intuitive interpretation of the dominant linear growth rates, as, at low $k_y$, HSX
growth rates are larger than their NCSX counterparts by roughly a factor of 3. Thus, based on linear considerations alone, one would expect that HSX produces larger heat fluxes than NCSX even after accounting for all subdominant modes. As shown in the following section, the quasilinear estimate shown here is inconsistent with nonlinear simulation results.

4.1.5 Nonlinear dynamics

Nonlinear simulations for both HSX and NCSX were performed. Time traces of nonlinear heat flux in gyro-Bohm units for ITG turbulence are presented in Fig. 4.4. The average ion heat flux is lower in HSX compared to NCSX by nearly a factor of three, a result that is counter-intuitive given that NCSX has lower linear growth rates and associated quasilinear estimates for ITG transport. This indicates both that the ITG turbulence saturation physics is quantitatively different between HSX and NCSX and that standard quasilinear models can not always be expected to provide good proxies for comparing ITG turbulent transport between sufficiently different quasi-symmetric magnetic configurations.
Figure 4.4: Normalized heat flux time traces for HSX (blue solid line) and NCSX (black dotted line) with adiabatic electrons. The heat flux is approximately 17 and 6 in gyro-Bohm units for NCSX and HSX, respectively, averaged over the quasi-stationary state.
With the goal of investigating differences in the nonlinear ITG turbulence dynamics between configurations, which could provide insight regarding the mismatch between quasilinear theory and nonlinear gyrokinetic calculations of $Q_{es}$, various aspects of the nonlinear state such as heat flux spectra, cross-phases, and nonlinear frequencies are examined in subsequent sections.

4.1.6 Heat flux spectra

Nonlinear heat flux spectra illustrate which values of $k_y$ contribute to the heat transport in the quasi-stationary state. Figure 4.5 shows the heat flux spectra for both NCSX and HSX. The HSX heat flux spectrum peaks at smaller $k_y$ than the NCSX heat flux spectrum, thus larger-wavelength fluctuations are responsible for a greater fraction of the turbulent heat transport in HSX relative to NCSX, where somewhat smaller structures dominate the transport. Both spectra exhibit peaks that are below the peak in linear growth rate $\gamma$ observed in Fig. 4.1, a nonlinear downshift that is consistent with behavior seen in tokamak simulations [14]. Given that the two spectra are comparable in shape, it is difficult to draw a conclusion from these data to explain the difference in the nonlinear heat flux difference between HSX and NCSX.

4.1.7 Cross-phases

Here, an analysis of the nonlinear cross-phase $\alpha$ between the electrostatic potential $\Phi$ and the total perturbed ion temperature $T_{i}^{\text{tot}} = (2T_{i \perp} + T_{i \parallel})/3$ is presented. The relative phase of these two quantities affects the efficiency of
Figure 4.5: The heat flux spectra for HSX (blue squares) and NCSX (black triangles) from nonlinear simulations with adiabatic electrons.
the ITG drive as well as that of the $E \times B$ flux. What is meant by efficiency here is that the physical mechanism which drives outward ITG transport relies on the cross-phase of $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ fluctuations being between 0 and $\pi$, and the degree to which the fluctuations are out of phase determines how efficiently the instability reinforces itself, with maximal efficiency occurring at $\pi/2$. Therefore, maximal outward energy transport typically occurs when the cross-phase between $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ is close to $\pi/2$ and decreases as the phase difference approaches 0 or $\pi$. Negative cross-phases are associated with inward transport and the stable branch of the linear ITG mode. The linear color scale in Fig. 4.6 represents a probability distribution function integrating to 1 at each $k_y$ separately, which provides information on what fraction of grid points and Fourier modes in the nonlinear system exhibits a cross-phase that lies in a small interval about a given $\alpha$. Figure 4.6 shows the cross-phases for both HSX and NCSX. The color scale for the nonlinear cross-phases is linear. Red indicates regions where there is a higher likelihood that a given mode will exhibit a particular value of the cross-phase.

Clearly, both configurations exhibit very similar phase characteristics, both in terms of the dominant linear eigenmode and the turbulence. It is worth noting that the difference between the peak in the nonlinear data and the dominant linear eigenmode is larger in HSX relative to NCSX at $k_y \rho_s < 0.6$. It is important to highlight that this linear-nonlinear-cross-phase difference
Figure 4.6: The probability distribution function for the nonlinear cross-phase $\alpha$ between $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ for the NCSX (top) and HSX (bottom) configurations from simulations with adiabatic electrons. Cross-phases of the dominant linear eigenmode (black dashed curve) are included for comparison.
applies to the dominant mode in each configuration, and an analysis that includes more subdominant modes may lead to other conclusions being drawn.

A moderate difference is observed in the nonlinear data at $k_y \rho_s < 0.6$, where the phase is less peaked for the HSX configuration, which may be interpreted as a consequence of contributions from the more complex subdominant eigenmode landscape. This interpretation is consistent with the fact that at higher $k_y$, the number of subdominant modes decreases significantly in the HSX geometry. For example, at $k_y \rho_s = 1.5$, there are only 16 subdominant modes for HSX as opposed to the 108 subdominant modes at $k_y \rho_s = 0.3$. Overall, there is a moderate difference in cross-phases between HSX and NCSX, but the difference is not significant enough to merit a phase-based explanation for the mismatch between growth rates and heat fluxes.

4.1.8 Nonlinear frequency spectra

The nonlinear frequency spectrum describes the extent to which a fluctuation with a given frequency is present in the nonlinear state [6,7]. Figure 4.7 depicts the nonlinear frequencies as a function of $k_y$, highlighting the impact of the subdominant mode landscape on the nonlinear system.

One observes a stark difference between the two configurations. In NCSX, the frequency spectrum is very narrow, especially in the low-$k_y$ range. In contrast, HSX exhibits a more broadband frequency structure at all values of $k_y$, suggesting that no single mode is dominating the system, and that the nonlinear state is comprised of a large number of modes. Note that while
Figure 4.7: The nonlinear frequency spectra for the NCSX (top) and HSX (bottom) configurations from simulations with adiabatic electrons. The color scale, which denotes Fourier mode amplitude, has arbitrary units and is linear and normalized at each $k_y$ separately. It is also important to note that there is an amplitude weighting at each separate $k_y$ so that modes with larger amplitude contribute more significantly.
NCSX also has a broadband frequency spectrum at high $k_y$, this is less relevant to the transport dynamics, which are dominated by low $k_y$. Rather, broadband small-scale frequencies are a common feature of microturbulence, as a strong-turbulence regime is reached at sufficiently high wavenumber $k_y\rho_s > 1$.

The dissimilarity between the nonlinear frequency spectra of HSX and NCSX is consistent with the following explanation for the mismatch between quasilinear predictions and the nonlinear $Q_{\text{es}}$. It has been shown by Hegna et al., 2018, where a fluid model is used to identify efficient energy transfer channels to stable modes via three-wave interaction, that energy transfer to stable modes via nonlinear three-wave coupling is more efficient in HSX relative to NCSX. This is in large part due to the extended nature of linear eigenmodes as well as the shorter connection lengths in HSX, which allow for more enhanced resonance and interaction of modes in the nonlinear state, yielding a lower saturated heat flux level in HSX. Additionally, in HSX, where there are many more subdominantly unstable modes that contribute significantly to the turbulent state, there are many more possible triplet interactions which include an unstable mode, thereby increasing the activity of stable modes in such triplet wave interactions.

4.2 Kinetic-electron simulations

In this section, results of simulations with kinetic electrons are presented to determine whether adiabatic-electron-simulation results remain valid in more
physically-realistic simulations or not. Electron physics such as trapping and parallel streaming are included in kinetic-electron simulations. This can modify the adiabatic-electron results as additional modes such as TEM, micro-tearing (MTM), or electron temperature gradient (ETG) can impact the dynamics; however, we expect the contribution from these other modes to be small given the small electron temperature gradient used here. For the remainder of this chapter, reference to ‘kinetic electrons’ will also imply that the normalized plasma pressure $\beta$ is equal to 0.05% in the Gene simulations, where a small but finite value of $\beta$ is chosen for numerical efficiency and has no relevance to experiment or potential stellarator fusion reactors. Normalized gradient and temperature ratio values used throughout the kinetic-electron simulations presented here are as follows: $a/L_n = a/L_{Te} = T_e/T_i = 1$ and $a/L_{Ti} = 3$. Note that $a/L_n$ is now finite relative to the adiabatic-electron results presented in the previous section. This means that TEM physics may play a role here, but ITG modes will still tend to be dominant.

4.2.1 Linear eigenmodes

In Fig. 4.8 the linear growth rate spectrum is plotted for HSX and NCSX for kinetic electrons. As observed in the adiabatic-electron simulations, NCSX exhibits lower growth rates in the transport-relevant low-$k_y$ regime. The peak growth rate for each configuration occurs at smaller $k_y$ than in the adiabatic-electron case. Also note that the real frequencies for the kinetic-electron case are almost identical to the adiabatic-electron results.
Figure 4.8: Linear growth rate $\gamma$ (top) and real frequency $\omega$ (bottom) as functions of normalized binormal wavenumber $k_y$ for HSX (blue squares) and NCSX (black triangles) from simulations with kinetic electrons. Note that, again, linear ITG growth rates for HSX in the transport-relevant $k_y$ regime are higher than NCSX, by as much as a factor of two or three, depending on the $k_y$ in question.
The large number of subdominant modes present and the characteristic extended eigenmode structures in HSX relative to NCSX discussed in Sec. 4.1 in the adiabatic-electron limit are qualitatively the same when kinetic electrons are included in the simulation. For example, at $s_0 \approx 0.5$ and $k_y \rho_s = 0.2$, NCSX exhibits only one subdominant mode in the kinetic-electron regime versus only one to five subdominant modes present in simulations with adiabatic electrons. Similarly, for NCSX, eigenmodes continue to be localized and centered at the outboard midplane in the bad-curvature region. For the HSX geometry, eigenmodes are significantly more extended along the field line, especially at low $k_y$, and the subdominant mode landscape of HSX with kinetic electrons is comprised of an order of magnitude or more subdominant modes compared to NCSX.

### 4.2.2 Nonlinear dynamics

Heat flux time traces for NCSX and HSX are shown in Fig. 4.9 for simulations with kinetic electrons. The average heat flux in each configuration is approximately 36 and 23 in gyroBohm units for NCSX and HSX, respectively, averaged over the quasi-stationary state. This result is consistent with the adiabatic-electron simulations, where $Q_{\text{HSX}} < Q_{\text{NCSX}}$. It is important to note that the heat flux for HSX (NCSX) increases by roughly a factor of 4 (2) comparing adiabatic- to kinetic-electron simulations. The difference in heat flux is now less than a factor of 1.6 here compared to the factor of approximately 3 observed in adiabatic-electron simulations. One possible explanation for this
is the following. Given that the flux values are higher for kinetic electrons, one could conclude that these simulations are further from marginality, which would lead to a smaller relative flux but a comparable difference in fluxes.

Next, heat flux spectra, the $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ cross-phases, and the nonlinear frequency spectra from simulations with kinetic electrons will be discussed. The heat flux spectra from nonlinear simulations with kinetic electrons presented in Fig. 4.10 show that the general shape and peak of both the HSX and NCSX spectra are comparable to the analogous adiabatic-electron result shown in Fig. 4.5. The peak of the HSX heat flux spectra is still at lower $k_y$ than the NCSX peak, indicating that larger-wavelength structures still dominate the heat flux in HSX relative to NCSX. It is worth noting that the peak in the $Q_i^{\text{es}}$ flux spectra of each configuration shifts to larger scales relative to their adiabatic-electron analogs. This shift is consistent with the shift in the peak linear growth rate $\gamma$ when going from adiabatic- to kinetic-electron simulations (Fig. 4.8).

Cross-phases between $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ from simulations with kinetic electrons are presented in Fig. 4.11. Relative to the adiabatic-electron results (Fig. 4.6), the nonlinear cross-phases between $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ for HSX and NCSX from kinetic electron-simulations (Fig. 4.11) exhibit an additional low-$k_y$ feature that extends much closer to $\pi/2$, suggesting that the drive physics as well as transport are more efficient. This is consistent with the fact that the heat fluxes of both HSX and NCSX are higher in simulations with kinetic electrons.
Figure 4.9: Heat flux time traces for the HSX (blue solid line) and NCSX (black dashed line) configurations from simulations with kinetic electrons. The electrostatic ion heat flux for HSX remains lower than NCSX even for kinetic electrons.
Figure 4.10: Heat flux spectra for HSX (blue squares) and NCSX (black triangles) with kinetic electrons. Two important things to note: the HSX spectrum peaks at lower $k_y$, a finding that is consistent with adiabatic-electron results and a downshift in peaks is observed relative to the linear growth rate spectra for HSX and NCSX, another finding that is consistent with the adiabatic-electron results.
Figure 4.11: The probability distribution function for the nonlinear cross-phase between $\Phi$ and $T_i^{\text{tot}}$ for simulations of NCSX (top) and HSX (bottom) with kinetic electrons. Linear cross-phases of the dominant eigenmode are overlaid (black dashed curve) for comparison. The nonlinear cross-phase color scale is linear. It is important to note the prominent low-$k_y$ feature present in both configurations, a result which suggests that the transport mechanism is more efficient relative to the adiabatic-electron case. This is consistent with the increase in fluxes.
Similar to the adiabatic-electron case, the nonlinear cross-phases are very similar for both configurations. One observes a slight mismatch between the linear and nonlinear phases for each configuration at low $k_y$, a region with a slightly stronger linear phase signature for HSX and a slightly stronger nonlinear phase signature for NCSX, highlighted by the greater intensity of red near $\pi/2$.

Lastly, nonlinear frequency spectra in simulations with kinetic electrons are shown. As was the case in the adiabatic-electron simulations, the nonlinear frequency spectra in the kinetic-electron case suggests that the difference in linear subdominant-mode physics between configurations has an impact on the quasi-stationary state of the turbulence. While the difference between the nonlinear frequency spectra of each configuration is less stark in kinetic-electron simulations, there is still a distinct difference in the $0.2 < k_y \rho_s < 0.6$ range where the frequency spectrum of HSX is distinctly broadband relative to NCSX, where it is very much peaked over that same range. This is especially important since it is these length scales that dominate the transport.

While the difference in nonlinear frequency spectra is especially clear for the adiabatic-electron ITG regime, one would expect it to be more complex for significantly stronger $a/L_n$ or $a/L_{Te}$, as trapped-electron modes and potentially kinetic ballooning modes (see Ch. 5) will complicate the subdominant mode landscape. At low $k_y$, for HSX, Fig. 4.12 suggests that there are a large number of modes contributing to the nonlinear state compared to relatively few
modes for NCSX. It is also worth noting that there are qualitative differences at high $k_y$ between the nonlinear frequency spectra from adiabatic-electron (Fig. 4.7) and kinetic-electron (Fig. 4.12) simulations for both configurations, where in the kinetic-electron case the turbulence is more broadband than in the adiabatic-electron case. However, given that the dynamics of ITG turbulence is dominated by low-$k_y$ behavior, it is unlikely that these qualitative differences play a significant role in setting transport levels.

Arguably, comparing nonlinear heat fluxes in gyro-Bohm units may not be the most appropriate metric to use when comparing two magnetic geometries of differing aspect ratio. As noted by Helander et al. [15], the total power crossing a flux surface $P = \int \mathbf{Q} \cdot d\mathbf{S}$ is potentially a more appropriate quantity for such a comparison between HSX and NCSX. To lowest order, assuming that the plasma parameters are the same between configurations, this quantity $P$ is equal to the gyro-Bohm-normalized heat flux multiplied by a geometric factor that is approximately the aspect ratio. Since the aspect ratio of HSX is roughly two times as large as the aspect ratio of NCSX, this would lead one to conclude that comparing $2Q_{\text{HSX}}$ and $Q_{\text{NCSX}}$ would be necessary for a proper comparison of HSX and NCSX. While this conversion factor changes the quantitative measures of the turbulent transport, this does not change the fact that quasilinear estimates do not accurately predict nonlinear heat flux when comparing HSX and NCSX, as a performed quasilinear comparison leads one to expect that HSX should perform worse than NCSX with respect
Figure 4.12: Nonlinear frequency spectra of NCSX (top) and HSX (bottom) from simulations with kinetic electrons. The color scale is linear and normalized at each $k_y$ separately, and its units are arbitrary. Note the broadband nature of the turbulence in the HSX case relative to the narrow spectrum for NCSX.
to ITG turbulent transport by a factor of 4.2 in the adiabatic-electron case. Using peak linear growth rates as a measure for turbulent transport is not a reliable indicator for a range of quasi-symmetric stellarators.

4.3 Conclusions of this chapter

Results presented in this chapter include both linear and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of ITG turbulence for two specific quasi-symmetric stellarator configurations, HSX (quasi-helical symmetry) and NCSX (quasi-axial symmetry). Simulations with both adiabatic and kinetic electrons are discussed. Linear eigenvalue simulations show that HSX exhibits a large number of subdominant ITG modes, whereas only a few subdominant modes are present in NCSX. Eigenmodes are much more extended along the field line in HSX, due to the small average magnetic shear at $s_0 \approx 0.5$. In contrast, NCSX has localized eigenmodes centered in the bad curvature region at the outboard midplane. The most unstable ITG mode has a smaller normalized growth rate in NCSX compared to HSX, especially in the transport-relevant low-$k_y$ regime. This is consistent with the results of previous work by Rewoldt et al. [5] comparing HSX and NCSX. However, nonlinear simulations reveal that, contrary to expectations based on either linear or quasilinear calculations, HSX has lower heat fluxes in gyro-Bohm units compared to NCSX, especially in the limit of adiabatic electrons. One sees, especially through nonlinear frequency spectra, that the ITG turbulence is qualitatively different between HSX and NCSX. In
HSX, the turbulent state is comprised of a large number of concurrently excited modes compared to NCSX where only a few modes dominate the system, especially at low $k_y$.

As outlined in this chapter, differences in the subdominant mode landscape and characteristic eigenmode structure, which are not captured by dominant linear growth rates alone, can impact the nonlinear ITG turbulence saturation dynamics. Thus, proxies based on nonlinear physics for quantities such as ITG turbulent transport must be developed and properly compared against nonlinear simulations before they can be used to predict $Q_{es}^i$ across quasi-symmetric stellarator designs. As will be shown in Ch. 5, an important component for future work is to develop a fluid model for ITG-KBM turbulence saturation from which useful transport proxies can be derived and then implemented into optimization schemes.

A potential explanation for how this qualitative difference could lead to lower saturated heat flux is as follows. A theory for ITG turbulent saturation in stellarators has recently been developed that suggests that quasi-helically symmetric stellarators have an intrinsic advantage with regard to turbulent saturation physics relative to other configurations [2]. The theory relies on a paradigm of nonlinear energy transfer from unstable to damped eigenmodes at comparable wavelength as the dominant saturation process [2,16]. This process is enabled by a three-wave interaction where the third mode, either a zonal or marginally stable finite-$k_y$ mode, depending upon the properties of the
magnetic geometry, primarily determines the nonlinear energy transfer rate. Quantification of the metrics emerging from the theory suggests that HSX has much larger nonlinear energy transfer rates relative to NCSX, suggesting lower turbulence levels and reduced turbulent transport. This difference is primarily due to the relatively short connection lengths and low magnetic shear present in HSX, which enable strong three-wave interaction between turbulent eigenmodes of the system. More extended eigenmodes in HSX facilitate better nonlinear coupling between modes, producing more efficient transfer of energy to stable modes. The calculations presented in this chapter are consistent with the above explanation for the evolution of the energetics of the ITG turbulence, providing a possible explanation for why HSX saturates at a lower heat flux level than NCSX in nonlinear simulations.
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Chapter 5

Electromagnetic turbulence in stellarators

In this chapter, linear and nonlinear results pertaining to ITG and kinetic-ballooning-mode (KBM) turbulence in HSX and Heliotron-J will be presented. Aspects of linear KBM instability such as the normalized electron plasma pressure $\beta = 8\pi p_e/B^2$, where $p_e$ is the electron pressure, at which KBM becomes the dominant instability, denoted $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$, will be shown. Additional calculations elucidating how $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ scales with both average magnetic shear $\hat{s}$ and normalized ion temperature gradient $\omega_{\text{T}i}$ (while keeping the total pressure gradient constant) in HSX will also be presented. The final portion of the numerical results section of this chapter will focus on nonlinear electromagnetic simulations in the HSX geometry, which highlight a heuristic condition, the smallest finite $k_y$ of the simulation must be stable to KBM, that must be satisfied to achieve nonlinear saturation. It is also worth noting that HSX exhibits significant nonlinear finite-$\beta$ stabilization. The heat flux in electromagnetic simulations of HSX decreases by a factor of $\approx 4$ when $\beta = 0.48\%$ relative to simulations with $\beta = 0.05\%$ when keeping the pressure gradient constant. Additionally,
a number of analyses presented in the nonlinear section will highlight the importance of KBMs in the nonlinear state, especially in terms of energy transfer dynamics.

In electromagnetic simulations of NCSX, a magnetic configuration with substantially higher $\hat{s}$, one observes dominant ITG modes at small normalized plasma pressure until some $\beta = \beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ which is consistent with the MHD ballooning threshold, above which KBMs become the dominant instability. As will be shown, this same transition from ITG to KBM in HSX occurs at a very small value of $\beta (\approx 0.1\%)$, an order of magnitude below the MHD ballooning threshold $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{MHD}} \approx 1.1\%$, for ITG-relevant gradient settings. This small $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ is also observed in GENE simulations in the Heliotron-J geometry, another low-magnetic-shear device, and in a circular tokamak geometry with small $\hat{s}$. This unexpected KBM behavior motivates the study of KBM turbulence and saturation in low-magnetic-shear, three-dimensional magnetic equilibria.

In addition to simulations, a derivation of an analytic fluid model, which extends the three-field fluid model from C.C. Hegna et al. [1] to include finite-$\beta$ effects, will be presented and discussed. As was done for ITG turbulence with the three-field model, the motivation for the five-field model is to study the saturation of KBM-ITG turbulence in three-dimensional equilibria within the context of energy transfer from unstable to stable modes at comparable wavenumber.
5.1 Linear KBM physics

There exists a large body of research done which investigates kinetic ballooning modes [2-5]. Like ITG modes, KBMs are destabilized by regions of bad curvature, regions where the pressure gradient and the curvature \( \kappa \) are in the same direction. KBMs are primarily driven by pressure gradients, like its ideal MHD ballooning mode counterpart. Relative to the ideal MHD analog, kinetic effects such as trapped-particle, wave-particle-resonance, and finite-larmor-radius dynamics must be taken into account to properly capture KBM dynamics [6,7], meaning that gyrokinetics is an appropriate tool for studying KBMs in various magnetic equilibria. As was mentioned above, the trend in the change of ITG and KBM growth rates with respect to increasing \( \beta \) is as follows. The ITG is stabilized by increasing \( \beta \) [8-10], the KBM is destabilized by increasing \( \beta \) [11-13], and at \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \), KBM becomes the dominant instability at a given wavenumber \( k_y \). This behavior is present in both HSX and Heliotron-J at larger values of \( k_y \). However, as will be shown, at lower \( k_y \), there is little stabilization of the ITG prior to KBM becoming dominant. The simulation parameters used in the following subsections, unless otherwise stated, are the following: \( a/L_n = a/L_{Te} = T_e/T_i = 1 \) and \( a/L_{Ti} = 3 \).

5.1.1 KBMs in HSX

Relative to the linear electrostatic simulations in Ch. 4 (see the real frequencies from Figs. 4.1 and 4.8), where ITG was the dominant instability for
all simulated values of $k_y$, electromagnetic simulations of HSX present a richer physics picture. Depending on the value of $\beta$, it is possible for KBMs to be the dominant instability over some range of binormal wavenumbers $k_y$ rather than ITG. Figure 5.1 highlights this exact situation: a case where KBM dominates between $k_y \rho_s = 0.1$ and 0.2 and ITG above and below this range. It is important to note that the KBM is first destabilized at finite $k_y$ in HSX, an observation that will be important within the context of nonlinear simulations of HSX in Sec. 5.2. This means that a nonlinear simulation of HSX with $\beta \approx 0.48\%$ would result in a combination of ITG and KBM turbulence rather than purely electromagnetic ITG or KBM turbulence.

A quantity integral to the understanding of linear KBM dynamics is the threshold $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ at which KBM becomes the dominant instability. To extract this quantity $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ numerically, a $\beta$ scan is performed at a single value of $k_y$, as is outlined in Fig. 5.2, and $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ can then be determined for that value of $k_y$. Figure 5.2 shows both linear growth rates and real frequencies for $k_y \rho_s = 0.6$ as a function of $\beta$. Note in Fig. 5.2 that ITG is stabilized as $\beta$ increases until KBM becomes the dominant instability at $\beta \approx 2.2\%$. This is characteristic of plots of growth rate as a function of $\beta$ at other values of $k_y$, with one qualitative difference: at lower values of $k_y$ one observes little ITG stabilization prior to the onset of KBM, which can be seen in Fig. 5.3.

In HSX, for higher values of $k_y$, the $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ is 2% or higher. However, as one looks to lower $k_y$, the $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ becomes very small, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.1: $\gamma$ and $\omega$ as functions of $k_y$ with $\beta = 0.48\%$, roughly half of the MHD ballooning threshold $\beta \approx 1.1\%$. Note the discontinuity in real frequency near $k_y\rho_s \approx 0.1$, an indication of a change in mode branch from ITG to KBM. Also note that at high $k_y\rho_s > 1.8$, the growth rate begins to increase again, but that there is no discontinuity in the real frequency.
Figure 5.2: $\gamma$ and $\omega$ as functions of $\beta$ for $k_y \rho_s = 0.6$. Observe the discontinuity in real frequency near $\beta^{\text{crit}}_{\text{KBM}} \approx 2.3\%$, an indication of a change in mode branch from ITG to KBM.
growth rates and real frequencies as functions of $\beta$ in HSX for the $k_y\rho_s = 0.1$ case, where $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} \approx 0.1\%$. Repeating these scans over a range of $k_y$ values yields the result shown in Fig. 5.4, depicting $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ as a function of $k_y$ for both the HSX and NCSX configurations. $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{MHD}}$ is also included in the figure for reference, where one would expect $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}(k_y \to 0)$ to approach $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{MHD}}$.

The KBM behavior observed in electromagnetic simulations of HSX, the low $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ between $k_y\rho_s \approx 0.1$ and 0.2, is potentially not ideal for a reactor-relevant experiment, as a reactor will operate well above $\beta \approx 1\%$. Also note in Fig. 5.4 that for values of $k_y\rho_s < 0.1$, the $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ begins to increase toward $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{MHD}}$. This feature of the KBM dynamics has important consequences for achieving nonlinear saturation of electromagnetic simulations of HSX, as will be shown below in Sec. 5.2. Next, there will be a discussion of an eigenvalue calculation in the KBM regime, highlighting the destabilization of multiple branches of KBMs rather than just a single mode.

### 5.1.2 Destabilization of multiple branches of KBMs

As was discussed in Sec. 4.1.2, GENE includes functionality for eigenvalue calculations of the linear operator of the system, allowing for the analysis of the subdominant mode landscape. The subdominant mode spectrum of HSX at $k_y = 0.2$ with $\beta = 0.5\%$, shown in Fig. 5.5, leads to the conclusion that there is not just a single KBM that is destabilized as $\beta$ increases, but rather there are two families of KBMs, one of which is a set of modes that are centered at the outboard midplane (at ballooning angle $\theta_p = 0$) and another
Figure 5.3: $\gamma$ and $\omega$ as functions of $\beta$ for $k_y = 0.1$. Observe the low value of $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 0.07\%$, compared with the ideal ballooning threshold of $\beta_{\text{MHD}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 1.1\%$ in HSX. This aspect of the KBM dynamics in HSX makes it difficult to achieve saturation in nonlinear simulations of HSX above $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$. 
Figure 5.4: $\tilde{\beta}_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ as a function of $k_y$ for both the HSX (blue squares) and NCSX (black triangles) configurations. $\tilde{\beta}_{\text{MHD}}^{\text{crit}}$ is included for comparison, as calculated by an MHD ballooning code [14]. For HSX, in the range of $k_y$ between 0.1 and 0.2, KBMs are destabilized at very low values of $\beta$. 
which consists of pairs of sibling modes that peak away from the outboard midplane ($\theta_p \neq 0$). It should be noted that some of the centered KBMs exhibit tearing parity (blue and green curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.5), i.e., the $\Phi$ eigenfunctions are odd in ballooning angle. The low background magnetic shear in the present scenario enables destabilization of these modes, termed tearing-parity KBMs or TKBMs, which had previously been conjectured not to exist based on a study involving high-shear equilibria [18]. It is worth noting that it is unlikely that the TKBMs discussed here are microtearing modes because of the ion-temperature-gradient-dependence of the modes, the fact that the modes propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction, and the relatively small nonlinear electron thermal transport, three qualities that are not characteristic of microtearing modes. For each mode that peaks away from the outboard midplane, a sibling mode exists with the same growth rate and frequency with an eigenmode structure that is near-perfectly mirrored with respect to $\theta_p = 0$. The physics implication of this is that HSX is qualitatively different than typical high-$s$ tokamak cases, where only a single KBM is destabilized. It should also be noted that a large number of subdominant ITG and TEM modes exist in this parameter regime as well. Eigenvalue calculations with different gradients, $a/L_{T_i} = 4$ and $a/L_{T_i} = 5$ for examples (with $a/L_ne$ and $a/L_{Te}$ kept fixed), also exhibit the two branches of KBMs. However, the exact location of minimal $\beta_{KBM}^{\text{crit}}$ shifts in $k_y$-space relative to the $a/L_{T_1} = 3$ case. The region of $k_y$-space in which the outboard-midplane-peaked KBMs
are dominant shifts to smaller $k_y$ as $\omega_{T_1}$ increases. It should also be noted that the two branches of KBM are numerically converged. The presence of a number of unstable KBMs may complicate analysis of the nonlinear energy dynamics.

5.1.3 Dependence of KBM on magnetic shear $\hat{s}$

One parameter that plays an important role in determining $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ is the average normalized magnetic shear $\hat{s}$. The magnetic shear provides a stabilizing effect on drift waves, such as ITG and KBM, since it localizes modes (usually to the outboard midplane) and it reduces the overall spatial extent of the mode [15]. This is observed in simulations of HSX, as outlined in Fig. 5.6, a plot of $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ as a function of $\hat{s}$. Note that in these calculations, the magnetic geometry is locally self-consistent in the sense that $d\iota/dr_{\text{eff}}$ is changed such that the desired $\hat{s}$ value is achieved and then the metric elements are self-consistently calculated. Also apparent from the figure is the fact that, regardless of sign, $\hat{s}$ acts to increase $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ at $k_y\rho_s = 0.1$, an indication that small $|\hat{s}|$ is correlated with early onset of KBMs. One interesting fact is that $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ is larger for positive values of shear when $|\hat{s}| > 0.3$ and $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ is larger for negative shear when $|\hat{s}| \leq 0.3$. Again, this is an aspect of the linear KBM physics which could be used as a benchmark for the five-field model.
Figure 5.5: The subdominant spectrum (a) for HSX with $k_y = 0.2$ and $\beta = 0.5\%$ consisting of KBMs (diamonds) and ITG modes (triangles), and the associated electrostatic potential $\Phi$ eigenmode structures (denoted by the same color as the associated diamond) (b) for various KBMs. Note the two distinct families of KBMs: one with $\Phi$ symmetric about $\theta_p = 0$ and one with off-center peaking. For each mode of the latter family, there is a sibling mode that is mirrored across the $\theta_p = 0$ axis with identical $\gamma$ and $\omega$; hence they are indistinguishable in (a). Also note that some of the centered KBMs (blue, green) have tearing parity, i.e. are odd functions of ballooning angle.
Figure 5.6: $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ at $k_y \rho_s = 0.1$ as a function of the average magnetic shear $\hat{s}$ along the flux tube. The dashed vertical red line indicates the value of the nominal magnetic shear of HSX. Note the increase in $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ as $|\hat{s}|$ increases, regardless of sign.
Dependence of the KBM threshold on $\omega_{T_i}$

The ion temperature gradient plays an integral role in determining how $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ changes as a function of $k_y$ in HSX. As outlined in Fig. 5.7, a plot of $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ as a function of $k_y$ for HSX, when the sum of gradients is kept constant (relative to the $a/L_n = a/L_{Te} = 1, a/L_{Ti} = 3$ case) and the ion temperature gradient is zeroed out, $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ is no longer particularly small at $k_y \rho_s = 0.1$. The insight that $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ is particularly sensitive to the ion temperature gradient may seem counterintuitive since based on ideal-MHD physics, one would expect $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM} \propto 1/(\omega_{T_i} + \omega_{Te} + 2\omega_n)$. However, this expectation may not hold in low-magnetic-shear three-dimensional magnetic geometries. A preliminary, lowest-order analysis of the ion-magnetic-drift resonance condition, derived using a two-fluid model which accounts for kinetic effects, given in Ref. [19], and discussed in Ch. 2:

\[
(\omega - 5/3\omega_{Di})^2 - 10/9\omega_{Di}^2 = 0, \tag{5.1}
\]

where $\omega_{Di} = 2cT_i/(eB^3)(\nabla B \times B) \cdot k_\perp$, suggests that the KBM frequencies observed in the present work exhibit good agreement with that which is required for exact resonance. Note the different sign used in the parenthetical in Eq. 5.1 due to the difference in sign convention used for $\omega$ here relative to Ref. [19]. Taking $T_e/T_i = 1, 2cT_i/(eB) \rightarrow c_s \rho_s$, and $\nabla B \rightarrow B/a$, the ion-magnetic-drift frequency can be written as $\omega_{Di}/(c_s/a) \approx k_\perp \rho_s$. After computing an eigenmode average for $k_\perp \rho_s$ which accounts for geometry, given by
\[ \langle k \cdot \rho_s \rangle = \frac{\int |\Phi|^2 ((k_x \rho_s)^2 g^{xx} + 2k_x k_y \rho_s^2 g^{xy} + (k_y \rho_s)^2 g^{yy})^{1/2} d\theta_p}{\int |\Phi|^2 d\theta_p}, \tag{5.2} \]

where \( g^{xx}, g^{xy}, \) and \( g^{yy} \) are magnetic geometry elements, \( \omega_{Di}/(c_s/a) \approx \langle k \cdot \rho_s \rangle \) yields a normalized ion-magnetic-drift frequency \( \omega_{Di} = 0.266 \) for \((k_x = 0, k_y = 0.2)\). Using this value for \( \omega_{Di} \), one can evaluate Eq. 5.1 to determine the resonant mode frequency. The resonant frequency is \( \omega \approx 0.724 \) for \((k_x = 0, k_y = 0.2)\). The resonant frequency calculated here is in agreement with the dominant KBM real frequency in Fig. 5.1 at \( k_y = 0.2 \), where \( \omega_r \approx 0.72 \). This constitutes quantitative evidence that the ion magnetic drift resonance is likely playing an important role in the dynamics.

### 5.1.5 KBMs in Heliotron-J and a small-\( \hat{s} \) tokamak

Like HSX, both Heliotron-J and a small-\( \hat{s} \) tokamak exhibit small values of \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) at low \( k_y \). As evident in Fig. 5.8, a plot of linear growth rates vs. \( \beta \), one observes that \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 0.14\% \) for \( k_y \rho_s = 0.1 \) in Heliotron-J. The gradient settings for this calculation are taken from work by A. Ishizawa et al. [16], where an analysis of turbulent transport in LHD and Heliotron-J is carried out.

A shifted-circle tokamak \( \hat{s}-\alpha \) geometry with a low negative average magnetic shear \( \hat{s} \approx -0.052 \) also exhibits similar \( \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \) spectra and eigenvalue characteristics to those for HSX, as shown in Fig. 5.9, where \( \alpha \) refers to \( \alpha_{\text{MHD}} \), a quantity which both scales with \( \beta \) and indicates whether a self-consistent
Figure 5.7: $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ as a function of $k_y$ for the case where the ion temperature gradient is removed but the sum of the gradients $\omega_{T_i} + \omega_{T_e} + 2\omega_n$ is kept constant. Unlike the data presented in Fig. 5.4, $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ does not dip to values much smaller than the MHD threshold at low $k_y$. 
Figure 5.8: Heliotron-J, another low-magnetic-shear, three-dimensional magnetic equilibrium, also displays HSX-like KBM behavior at low $k_y$, as shown here in the plot of $\gamma$ vs. $\beta$. Note that at this $k_y$, the $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ is roughly 0.14%.
Figure 5.9: The $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ spectrum (a) and the subdominant-mode spectrum at $k_y = 0.2$ and $\beta = 0.8\%$ (b) for an $s = -0.052$ circular tokamak $s$–$\alpha$ geometry in (a), there are two curves: one for the case when $\alpha_{\text{MHD}} = 0$ (red squares), where the equilibrium and dynamical $\beta$ are not self-consistent; and a second for the case when $\alpha_{\text{MHD}}$ is such that both the equilibrium and GENE $\beta$ are the same (black triangles). (b) The two distinct subdominant ITG (crosses) and KBM (diamonds) clouds are also present in the circular tokamak case. However, there is only a single KBM branch in this case versus the two that were present in HSX.
Shafranov shift is used. This is counter-intuitive since tokamaks that exhibit negative $\hat{s}$ are ideal ballooning stable ($\beta_{\text{MHD}}^{\text{crit}} \to \infty$). Both curves are non-monotonic and have a minimum at $k_y = 0.1$ with a very small critical $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 0.1\%$, where the tokamak data is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.9.

It is also worth noting that the low-$k_y$ behavior of $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ in $s$-$\alpha$ is insensitive to the inclusion of a self-consistent Shafranov shift relative to the high-$k_y$ behavior, where there is a larger difference between $\alpha = 0$ and $\alpha > 0$. The subdominant-mode landscape for the circular tokamak is also qualitatively consistent with the HSX results, as two distinct clouds of modes are present, with both ITG and KBM branches, as shown in Fig. 5.9. However, one key difference between the subdominant-mode spectra for HSX and the circular tokamak is the presence of only a single ballooning-parity and tearing-parity KBM branch for the circular tokamak case. The single KBM branch in the axisymmetric case resembles the branch of KBMs centered at the outboard midplane for HSX.

5.2 KBM turbulence in HSX

To this point, only linear aspects of KBMs in HSX, Heliotron-J, and a small-$\hat{s}$ circular tokamak have been shown. As mentioned previously, the small values of $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ at low $k_y$ make nonlinear simulations difficult, as saturation is not always guaranteed. In GENE simulations that do not saturate, the heat flux increases without bound. Diagnosing the turbulence in a nonlinear
simulation which does not exhibit saturation, one sees strong streamer \((k_x = 0)\) structures that self-reinforce through the periodic radial boundary condition. This happens regardless of how big one makes the radial extent of the flux tube domain. However, as outlined below in Figs. 5.10, 5.11, and 5.17, a time trace of electrostatic heat flux from a nonlinear simulation with \(k_y^{\text{min}} \rho_s = 0.025\) and \(\beta = 0.48\%\), the associated heat flux spectrum, and a \(Q_{\text{es}}^i\) vs. \(\beta\) scan, respectively, it is possible to achieve nonlinear saturation so long as the smallest \(k_y\) of the system is stable to KBM.

The heat flux spectrum given in Fig. 5.11 shows that the ion electrostatic heat flux \(Q_{\text{es}}^i(k_y)\) peaks in the \(k_y\)-range that is dominated by KBMs, consistent with the fact that \(\beta\) is roughly three times as large as \(\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}\) for \(k_y = 0.1\). Figure 5.11 also shows that KBMs play an important role nonlinearly as long as KBMs are destabilized linearly, even if KBM growth rates are subdominant, where linear destabilization is shown in Fig. 5.1. As discussed above, \(k_y^{\text{min}}\) is sufficiently small that no KBM instability occurs at that wavenumber; this is consistent with findings in high-\(\hat{s}\) scenarios where nonlinear saturation is possible for \(\beta\) values up to \(\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}\) as \(k_y \to 0\) [17]. The nonlinear electrostatic potential \(\Phi\) spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.12 showing that the simulation is not dominated by a zonal flow, as the \(k_y = 0.1\) non-zonal component of \(\Phi\) is nearly a factor of two larger than the zonal component and the sum of the non-zonal contributions is significantly larger than the zonal contribution. This is an indication that zonal flows may play at most a minor role in saturation. This
Figure 5.10: Time traces of electrostatic ion heat flux (black), electrostatic particle flux (red), and electromagnetic electron heat flux in gyro-Bohm units for HSX with $k_y^\text{min} = 0.025$ and $\beta = 0.48\%$. Note that there is significant stabilization relative to the nearly-electrostatic case in Fig. 4.9 where $Q_{i,es} \approx 23$ for HSX. The small electromagnetic heat flux is due to the small electron temperature gradient, implying that electron flutter transport is small.
Figure 5.11: Heat flux spectra associated with the $\beta = 0.48\%$ nonlinear simulation (black) and an analogous $\beta = 0.24\%$ nonlinear simulation (blue). The shaded region corresponds to the $k_y$-range in which KBM is the dominant linear instability. Note that the overwhelming majority of the heat flux is due to fluctuations in the KBM-dominant $k_y$ regime, even for $\beta = 0.24\% \approx \beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}(k_y = 0.1)$. 
view is refined, however, based on nonlinear energy transfer analysis later in this section.

Nonlinear frequencies are shown in Fig. 5.13. Interestingly, there is no discontinuity in the nonlinear frequency spectrum of the HSX configuration, a feature that was present linearly at the ITG-KBM transition points in Fig. 5.1. Both dominant and subdominant linear KBM frequencies are overlaid in Fig. 5.13 to facilitate comparison with the nonlinear data. Clearly, throughout the range where linear data is shown, nonlinear frequency signatures match the values associated with the dominant outboard-centered KBMs, especially since ITG frequencies are much lower than KBM frequencies based on linear analysis. An exact frequency match is not expected to occur, as turbulence may result in a $k_y$-dependent nonlinear frequency shift and broadening. This constitutes evidence that KBMs do indeed play an important role in the nonlinear turbulent state.

Analysis of the nonlinear energy transfer to a given $(k_x, k_y)$ point in Fourier space due to interaction with $(k'_x, k'_y)$ and $(k_x - k'_x, k_y - k'_y)$ also suggests that modes in the KBM-dominated $k_y$ range play an important role in the energy transfer dynamics of the turbulence and therefore in the dynamics that lead to saturation. Figure 5.14 shows nonlinear energy transfer at a given $(k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1)$, denoted by the tip of the black arrow, to and from various $(k'_x, k'_y)$. Regions of blue correspond to locations which cause energy input into $(k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1)$ while red regions correspond to locations which draw
Figure 5.12: The nonlinear $\Phi$ spectrum for HSX with $k_y^{\text{min}} = 0.025$ and $\beta = 0.48\%$. The spectrum is truncated at $k_y \rho_s = 0.5$ since $|\Phi|^2$ amplitudes are negligible above this threshold. Note that the zonal component is much weaker than the integrated non-zonal amplitudes, and also weaker than the peak amplitude.
Figure 5.13: The nonlinear frequency spectrum for HSX with $k_{y}^\text{min} = 0.025$ and $\beta = 0.48\%$. The color scale has arbitrary units and is linear and normalized at each $k_y$ separately. Linear frequencies of the most unstable (gold crosses), maximal-frequency (green triangles), minimal-frequency (red squares), and most unstable outboard-centered (black-white dashed diamonds) KBMs are also included for comparison. The dominant linear outboard-centered KBM frequencies match the nonlinear signal very well.
energy from \((k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1)\). The dominant method by which \((k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1)\) receives energy is zonal energy transfer, indicated by the blue clouds at both \(k_y' = 0\) and \(k_y' = 0.1\). There is also significant non-zonal energy transfer via \((k_x' = 0.12, k_y' = -0.025)\). It is important to note both that the largest energy sinks are due to non-zonal transfer and that the largest energy sinks are even larger than the largest energy inputs from zonal transfer. This result appears to contradict the earlier finding in Fig. 5.12 that the zonal-flow amplitudes are low. However, when coupling is sufficiently resonant, zonal flows can very efficiently mediate energy transfer even if they are only excited to low amplitudes.

Further analysis of nonlinear energy transfer yields insight into the wavelength ranges which dominate energy transfer between the turbulence and the zonal \((k_y = 0)\) modes. Fig. 5.15 shows normalized nonlinear energy transfer corresponding to \(k_y = 0\) modes summed over both \(k_x\) and \(k_x'\) versus \(k_y'\). The peak of the data occurs at \(k_y' = 0.125\), well within the KBM-dominated \(k_y\)-range. A significant portion of the energy transfer to and from zonal modes is facilitated by modes in the KBM-dominated \(k_y\)-range, constituting additional evidence that KBMs are important nonlinearly. One can also construct a quantity to gauge the relative importance of a given \(k_y\) in the overall nonlinear energy transfer dynamics, as highlighted by Fig. 5.16, a plot of averaged nonlinear energy transfer functions versus \(k_y\). This quantity is the sum (over \(k_x \neq 0\)) of the root-mean-squares (of each \(k_x'k_y'\) plane) of the nonlinear energy.
Figure 5.14: Nonlinear energy transfer functions indicate locations which give (blue) and receive (red) energy to and from \((k_x = 0.6, k_y = 0.1)\), denoted by the tip of the black arrow. There is significant zonal transfer from \((k_x = 0.06, k_y = 0.1)\) to the blue clouds near \(k_y' = 0\) and \(k_y' = 0.1\). Significant non-zonal energy transfer is also observed at \(k_y' = -0.025\) and \(k_y' = 0.125\).
transfer functions corresponding to a given \((k_x, k_y)\). Both the zonal modes and non-zonal KBMs contribute to the overall nonlinear energy transfer dynamics, with KBMs contributing at least as much as the zonal modes if one integrates over the entire KBM-dominated \(k_y\)-range and accounts for ITG contributions in the KBM-dominated \(k_y\)-range.

Lastly, Fig. 5.17 shows both the electrostatic ion heat and particle fluxes as \(\beta\) increases. Simulations with \(k^\text{min}_y = 0.025\) for \(\beta = 0.75\%\) and 1\% grow without bounds and therefore do not have associated data points. This is consistent with the requirement that \(k^\text{min}_y\) be stable to KBMs for saturation to occur, as \(\beta^\text{KBM}_\text{crit} \approx 0.6\%\) for \(k_y = 0.025\), as shown in Fig. 5.4. Note the decrease in heat flux as \(\beta\) increases until \(\beta\) is sufficiently close to \(\beta^\text{KBM}_\text{crit}(k^\text{min}_y)\), a result that is consistent with ITG nonlinear finite-\(\beta\) stabilization [10]. The uptick in \(Q^\text{es}_i\) as \(\beta\) increases from 0.48\% to 0.55\% is an expression of the KBMs, which, unlike the ITG modes, become more virulent as \(\beta\) is increased.

5.3 The five-field model

As previously alluded to, the five-field model will aid in the study of KBM turbulence saturation in magnetic equilibria that exhibit low magenetic shear. As demonstrated by gyrokinetic simulations above, HSX, a circular tokamak, and Heliotron-J, three low-magnetic-shear configurations, exhibit poor linear KBM properties which affect nonlinear saturation. Building a physical intuition regarding the relationship between magnetic geometry and small \(\beta^\text{KBM}_\text{crit}\) is
Figure 5.15: The sum (over $k_x \neq 0$) of the root-mean-squares (over coupled $k'_x$) of time-averaged nonlinear energy transfer functions for zonal ($k_y = 0$) modes as a function of $k'_y$. The data is normalized to the value of the point at $k'_y = 0.125$ so that the maximal value is one for ease of comparison. Note that the peak is in the KBM-dominated $k'_y$-range, evidence that KBMs play an important role in zonal dynamics.
Figure 5.16: The sum (over \( k_x \neq 0 \)) of the root-mean-squares (over coupled \( k_x', k_y' \)) of time-averaged nonlinear energy transfer functions, which are normalized by the value of the same quantity at \( k_y = 0.1 \) for ease of comparison. The primary conclusion to be derived from this figure is that KBMs likely play an equal or greater role than the zonal modes in nonlinear energy transfer. Additional analysis of specific triplet interactions is necessary to tease out the precise ratio of the respective contributions of KBMs and zonal modes.
Figure 5.17: Normalized ion heat flux $Q_{i}^{es}$ (black diamonds) and particle flux $\Gamma_{i}^{es}$ (red squares) as a function of $\beta$. Observe the significant reduction of transport for $\beta \gtrsim 0.2\%$ relative to $\beta \approx 0.05\%$ until $\beta$ approaches the $\beta_{\text{KBM crit}} \approx 0.6\%$ threshold for $k_{y} = 0.025$. Above $\beta = 0.6\%$, simulations no longer achieve a saturated state. A vertical dashed black line indicates $\beta_{\text{KBM crit}} = 0.6\%$ at $k_{y} = 0.025$ and a vertical dotted black line indicates the $\beta_{\text{KBM crit}} = 0.18\%$ at $k_{y} = 0.1$. The electron electromagnetic heat flux is negligible (normalized $Q_{e}^{em} \approx -0.2$ for $\beta = 0.48\%$) and therefore not included.
a driving motivation for this model. The ion equations in the model are taken from Ref. [1] and augmented with the analogous electron equations, with the exception of an electron energy equation, for which the closure equation is substituted.

The model consists of seven equations, five of which are dynamical, in seven unknowns, $\hat{T}_i$, $\hat{n}_i$, $\hat{A}_{||}$, $\hat{T}_e$, $\hat{\phi}$, $\hat{\nu}_{||}$, and $\hat{\nu}_{||e}$. Dissipative terms are omitted here for simplicity. The set of equations given below consists of the continuity and parallel momentum equations for both ions and electrons, an ion energy equation, an equation describing infinite parallel electron thermal conduction to close the system, and Ampère’s Law:

\[
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i v_E + n_i v_{i*}) + \nabla \cdot (n_i v_{pi} + n_i v_{pi}) + (B \cdot \nabla)\left(n_i \frac{v_{||i}}{B}\right) = 0 \quad (5.3) \\
m_i n_i \frac{d v_{||i} B}{d t} + B q n_i \frac{\partial A_{||}}{\partial t} + (B \cdot \nabla)\left(q n_i \dot{\phi} + p_i\right) + B \cdot (\nabla \cdot \pi)_{gyro,i} = 0 \quad (5.4) \\
\frac{3}{2} n_i \frac{d T_i}{d t} + n_i T_i \nabla \cdot v_i + \nabla \cdot q_{Di} = 0 \quad (5.5)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial n_e}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_e v_E + n_e v_{e*}) + \nabla \cdot (n_e v_{pe} + n_e v_{pe}) + (B \cdot \nabla)\left(n_e \frac{v_{||e}}{B}\right) = 0 \quad (5.6) \\
m_e n_e \frac{d v_{||e} B}{d t} + B q n_i \frac{\partial A_{||}}{\partial t} + (B \cdot \nabla)\left(q n_e \dot{\phi} + p_e\right) + B \cdot (\nabla \cdot \pi)_{gyro,e} = 0 \quad (5.7) \\
(B \cdot \nabla)T_e = 0 \quad (5.8)
\]

\[
B \cdot (\nabla \times B) = \mu_0 (B \cdot J) = \mu_0 n_i B e (v_{||i} - v_{||e}). \quad (5.9)
\]

where $v_E = B \times \nabla \phi / B^2$ is the $E \times B$ flow, $v_{i*} = B \times \nabla p_i / (n_i e B^2)$ is the ion diamagnetic flow, the ion polarization drift and gyro-viscosity give $\nabla \cdot (n_i v_{pi} +$
\[ n_i v_{\pi i} = -\nabla \cdot \left( n_i m_i / (eB^2) \left( \partial / \partial t + v_E \cdot \nabla \right) \left( \nabla \phi + 1 / (n_e e) \nabla p_i \right) \right), \]

and the ion diamagnetic heat flux is \[ q_{Di} = 5p_i / (2eB^2) \mathbf{B} \times \nabla T_i. \]

The goal of the following subsections is to simplify each equation of the model by substituting the appropriate expressions for the various drift terms and carrying out any cancellations. At the end of the simplification process, a set of normalized variables is introduced and then incorporated into the equations. The final result of this section will be a set of seven equations in seven unknowns which can then be solved numerically for the five eigenmodes (which come from the five dynamical equations) by solving an eigenvalue equation. Those five modes will consist of two stable, two unstable, and one marginally stable mode. Investigation of the coupling and energy transfer between those various modes in different magnetic geometries and determining how such quantities scale with magnetic shear, ion temperature gradient, etc. will be of particular interest for the future work of this research.

### 5.3.1 Ion continuity equation

Beginning with Eq. (5.1):

\[
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i v_E + n_i v_{i*}) + \nabla \cdot (n_i v_{pi} + n_i v_{\pi i}) + \left( \mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \right) \left( n_i \frac{v_{ji}}{B} \right) = 0, \quad (5.10)
\]

which, after substitutions for \( v_{i*}, v_{pi}, \) and \( v_{\pi i} \) are inserted, yields the following equation:
\[ \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + v_E \cdot \nabla n_i + n_i \left( \frac{e}{T_i} v_{Di} \cdot \nabla \phi \right) + \frac{1}{T_i} v_{Di} \cdot \nabla p_i - \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{n_i m_i}{e B^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \right) \cdots \\
\quad + v_E \cdot \nabla \left( \nabla \phi + \frac{1}{n_i e} \nabla p_i \right) + B \cdot \nabla \left( \frac{n_i v_{||i}}{B} \right) = 0, \]

(5.11)

where \( v_{Di} \) is taken to be:

\[ v_{Di} = \frac{T_i}{e B^2} \left( \frac{B \times \nabla B}{B} + B \times \bar{\kappa} \right), \]

(5.12)

where \( \bar{\kappa} \) is the curvature given by \( \bar{\kappa} = (\hat{b} \cdot \nabla \hat{b}) \). Additionally, \( \nabla B \) can be written as

\[ \nabla B = B \bar{\kappa} - \frac{\mu_0}{B} \nabla p + B \left( \frac{B \cdot \nabla B}{B^2} \right) \]

(5.13)

via MHD force balance, where \( p = p_i + p_e \) is the total pressure. Also note that the \( B \times \nabla p \cdot \nabla p_i \) simplifies to \( B \times \nabla p_e \cdot \nabla p_i \). For the purposes of evaluating low-\( \beta \) (on the order of a few percent) electromagnetic turbulence in toroidal confinement systems, the \( \nabla p/B \sim \beta \) term in Eq. 5.11 can be neglected relative to the \( \bar{\kappa} \) term. Plugging \( v_{Di} \) and \( v_E \) into Eq. (5.9) gives the following:

\[ \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \frac{B \times \nabla \phi}{B^2} \cdot \nabla n_i + \frac{n_i}{B^2} \left( 2B \times \bar{\kappa} \right) \cdot \nabla \phi + \frac{1}{e B^2} \left( 2B \times \bar{\kappa} \right) \cdot \nabla p_i - \cdots \\
\quad \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{n_i m_i}{e B^2} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \frac{B \times \nabla \phi}{B^2} \cdot \nabla \right) \left( \nabla \phi + \frac{1}{n_i e} \nabla p_i \right) \right) + B \cdot \nabla \left( \frac{n_i v_{||i}}{B} \right) = 0. \]

(5.14)

Linearizing Eq. (5.12) gives:
\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{n}_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\mathbf{B}_0 \times \nabla \tilde{\phi}}{B^2_0} \cdot \nabla n_{i0} + \frac{n_{i0}}{B^2_0} \left(2\mathbf{B}_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}_0\right) \cdot \nabla \tilde{\phi} + \frac{1}{eB^2_0} \left(2\mathbf{B}_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}_0\right) \cdot \nabla \tilde{p}_i \cdots \\
- \nabla \cdot \left(\frac{n_{i0} m_i}{eB^2_0} \left(\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left(\nabla \tilde{\phi} + \frac{1}{n_{i0} e} \nabla \tilde{p}_i\right)\right)\right) + \mathbf{B}_0 \cdot \nabla \left(n_{i0} \frac{\tilde{v}_{il}}{B_0}\right) = 0.
\]

Making substitutions for \( \nabla \rightarrow i \kappa_\perp \), when \( \nabla \) is operating on a fluctuating quantity, in Eq. (5.13), we arrive at the following (leaving \( \partial_t \) terms in for now):

\[
\partial_t \tilde{n}_i + \frac{\mathbf{i} \mathbf{B}_0 \times \mathbf{k}_\perp \tilde{\phi}}{B^2_0} \cdot \nabla n_{i0} + \frac{\mathbf{i} n_{i0}}{B^2_0} \left(2\mathbf{B}_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}_0\right) \cdot \mathbf{k}_\perp \tilde{\phi} - \cdots \\
+ \frac{\mathbf{i}}{eB^2_0} \left(2\mathbf{B}_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}_0\right) \cdot \mathbf{k}_\perp \tilde{p}_i - \cdots \\
\partial_t \frac{k^2_\perp n_{i0} m_i}{eB^2_0} \left(\tilde{\phi} + \frac{1}{n_{i0} e} \tilde{p}_i\right) + \nabla_\parallel \left(n_{i0} \frac{\tilde{v}_{il}}{B_0}\right) = 0.
\]

Next, making use of the following simplifications:

\[
(B_0 \times \mathbf{k}_\perp) \cdot \nabla \rho = -k_\alpha \frac{B^2_0}{\psi'},
\]

\[
\left(\frac{B_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}_0}{B^2_0}\right) \cdot \mathbf{k}_\perp = \left(\psi' |\nabla \rho\right)^{-1} \left(k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_\rho \frac{g^{\rho \psi'} B_0}{B_0} \kappa_g\right),
\]

\[
\nabla \rho \cdot (B_0 \times \tilde{\kappa}) = -\left(\frac{\nabla B_0}{B^2_0} i \tilde{A}_\parallel (k_\rho g^{\rho \psi'} + k_\alpha g^{\rho \alpha})\right),
\]

yields the following equation:

\[
\partial_t \tilde{n}_i - i \frac{k_\alpha \partial n_{i0}}{\psi'} \tilde{\phi} + i \left(\frac{2}{\psi' |\nabla \rho|} (k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_\rho \frac{g^{\rho \psi'} B_0}{B_0} \kappa_g)\right) \left(n_{i0} \tilde{\phi} + \frac{\tilde{p}_i}{e}\right) + \cdots \\
\partial_t \frac{k^2_\perp n_{i0} m_i}{eB^2_0} \left(\tilde{\phi} + \frac{\tilde{p}_i}{n_{i0} e}\right) + \nabla_\parallel \left(n_{i0} \frac{\tilde{v}_{il}}{B_0}\right) = 0.
\]
This is an equation involving four fluctuating quantities: $\tilde{\phi}$, $\tilde{n}_i$, $\tilde{v}_i$, and $\tilde{T}_i$.

### 5.3.2 Ion parallel momentum

First, taking the parallel ion momentum equation:

$$m_i n_i \frac{dv_{\parallel i}}{dt} + B q n_i \frac{\partial A_{\parallel}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla)(q n_i \phi + p_i) + \mathbf{B} \cdot (\nabla \cdot \pi)_{\text{gyro}} = 0, \quad (5.21)$$

which, after applying the gyroviscous cancellation, gives the following equation:

$$B m_i n_i \partial_t v_{\parallel i} + B e n_i \partial_t A_{\parallel} + m_i n_i (\mathbf{v}_E \cdot \nabla)(v_{\parallel i} B) + \nabla_{\parallel}(e n_i \phi + p_i) = 0. \quad (5.22)$$

Next, after linearizing and taking the equilibrium parallel ion flow to be zero:

$$m_i n_{i0} B_0 \partial_t \tilde{v}_{\parallel i} + B_0 e n_{i0} \partial_t \tilde{A}_{\parallel} + (\tilde{\mathbf{B}} \cdot \nabla)p_{i0} + \nabla_{\parallel}(en_{i0} \tilde{\phi} + \tilde{p}_i) = 0. \quad (5.23)$$

This is the same as the three-field model analog with the exception of the $\tilde{A}_{\parallel}$ terms. $(\tilde{\mathbf{B}} \cdot \nabla)p_{i0} = \tilde{\nabla}_{\parallel}p_{i0}$ can be further simplified:

$$m_i n_{i0} B_0 \partial_t \tilde{v}_{\parallel i} + B_0 e n_{i0} \partial_t \tilde{A}_{\parallel} + \frac{\partial p_{i0} i k_{\alpha} \tilde{A}_{\parallel} B_0}{\psi'} + \nabla_{\parallel}(en_{i0} \tilde{\phi} + \tilde{p}_i) = 0. \quad (5.24)$$
5.3.3 Ion energy equation

The ion energy equation, Eq. (5.3), with \( \nabla \cdot q_{Di} = \frac{5}{2} n_i v_{*i} \cdot \nabla T_i + \frac{5}{2} n_i v_{Di} \cdot \nabla T_i \) and the continuity equation to simplify \( \nabla \cdot v_i \), becomes the following:

\[
\frac{3}{2} n_i \frac{dT_i}{dt} - T_i \frac{dn_i}{dt} + \frac{5}{2} n_i v_{Di} \cdot \nabla T_i - \frac{5}{2} n_i v_{*i} \cdot \nabla T_i = 0, \tag{5.25}
\]

where the \( v_{*i} \) components of the total time derivatives cancel and the ion energy equation can then be written as:

\[
n_i \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial t} + n_i (v_E \cdot \nabla) T_i - \frac{2}{3} T_i \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} - \frac{2}{3} T_i (v_E \cdot \nabla) n_i + \cdots = \frac{10}{3} \frac{p_i}{eB^2} (B \times \vec{\kappa}) \cdot \nabla \phi = 0. \tag{5.26}
\]

After linearizing and taking \( \nabla \rightarrow ik_\perp \), we arrive at the following:

\[
n_{i0} \partial_t \tilde{T}_i + in_{i0} \frac{B_0 \times k_\perp}{B_0^2} \cdot \nabla \rho \frac{\partial T_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \tilde{\phi} - \frac{2T_{i0}}{3} \partial_t \tilde{n}_i - \cdots = \frac{2iT_{i0}}{3} \frac{B_0 \times \vec{\kappa}_0}{B_0^2} \cdot \nabla \rho \frac{\partial n_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \tilde{\phi} + \frac{10ip_{i0}}{3eB_0^2} (B_0 \times \vec{\kappa}_0) \cdot k_\perp \tilde{T}_i = 0. \tag{5.27}
\]

Next, simplifying various terms leads to:

\[
n_{i0} \partial_t \tilde{T}_i - in_{i0} \frac{k_\alpha}{\psi'} \frac{\partial T_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \tilde{\phi} - \frac{2}{3} T_{i0} \partial_t \tilde{n}_i + \frac{2}{3} i T_{i0} \frac{k_\alpha}{\psi'} \frac{\partial n_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \tilde{\phi} + \cdots = \frac{5ip_{i0}}{3} e \left( \frac{2}{\psi' |\nabla \rho|} \left( k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - \frac{g^{\rho \rho'}}{B_0} \kappa_g \right) \right) \tilde{T}_i = 0. \tag{5.28}
\]
5.3.4 Electron continuity equation

The electron continuity equation is simpler than the ion continuity equation since electron inertia terms can be neglected (e.g., $\nabla \cdot (n_e v_{pe} + n_e v_{pe}) \propto m_e \rightarrow 0$):

$$
\partial_t n_e + \nabla \cdot (n_e v_E + n_e v_e) + (B \cdot \nabla) \left( n_e \frac{v_{e\parallel}}{B} \right) = 0. \quad (5.29)
$$

Using the same approach employed in Sec. 5.3.1, in addition to quasi-neutrality ($n_i \approx n_e$), the electron continuity equation simplifies to the following:

$$
\partial_t n_i + v_E \cdot \nabla n_i + \frac{1}{B^2} (2B \times \vec{\kappa}) \cdot \left( n_i \nabla \phi - \frac{\nabla p_e}{e} \right) + (B \cdot \nabla) \left( n_i \frac{v_{i\parallel}}{B} \right) = 0.
\quad (5.30)
$$

After linearizing and making substitutions similar to what was done for the ion continuity equation, one arrives at the following form of the electron continuity equation:

$$
\partial_t \tilde{n_i} - \frac{i k_\alpha}{\psi'} \frac{\partial n_{i\delta}}{\partial \rho} \tilde{\phi} + \left( \frac{2i}{\psi' |\nabla \rho|} \right) \left( k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - \cdots \right) k_\rho \frac{g^{\rho \psi'} \psi'}{B_0} \kappa_g \left( n_{i\delta} \bar{\phi} - \frac{\bar{p_e}}{e} \right) + \nabla_{\parallel} \left( n_{i\delta} \frac{\tilde{v}_{\parallel e}}{B_0} \right) = 0. \quad (5.31)
$$
5.3.5 Electron parallel momentum equation

\[-B_0en_d\partial_t\tilde{A}_\parallel - \nabla\| (en_i\tilde{\phi}) + Te_0\nabla\|\tilde{n}_i + Te_0\frac{\partial n_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \frac{ik_\alpha \tilde{A}_\parallel B_0}{\psi'} = 0.\] (5.32)

The main differences here relative to the ion parallel momentum equation are that the closure equation, \((B \cdot \nabla)T_e = 0\), simplifies the \((B \cdot \nabla)p_e\) term and the electron inertia terms are discarded.

5.3.6 Closing the system

An equation governing electron parallel thermal conduction:

\[\nabla\| \tilde{T_e} + \frac{\partial T_{e0}}{\partial \rho} \frac{ik_\alpha \tilde{A}_\parallel B_0}{\psi'} = 0.\] (5.33)

This equation, coupled with ion continuity, parallel momentum, energy, electron continuity, electron parallel momentum, and Ampère’s law (to relate \(\tilde{v}_i\) and \(\tilde{v}_e\)):

\[\tilde{v}_i - \tilde{v}_e = \frac{k^2_\perp}{\mu_0 n_{i0} e} \tilde{A}_\parallel,\] (5.34)

comprise a system of seven equations in seven unknowns that can be solved to study finite-\(\beta\) linear KBM physics in low-magnetic-shear magnetic equilibria. One can retain the dominant nonlinear terms (the \(E \times B\) and electron flutter nonlinearities) to extend linear studies to nonlinear dynamics.
Next, a continuation of the derivation will be shown where normalized quantities are introduced and equations are converted into a form such that they can be easily compared with the three-field model.

### 5.3.7 Normalized variables

The following will be used for normalized variables $\Phi, n_i, T_i, T_e, A_\parallel, U_i,$ and $U_e$:

\begin{align*}
T_i &= \frac{\tilde{T}_i}{T_{e0}\rho^*} \\
\Phi &= \frac{\tilde{\phi}}{T_{e0}\rho^*} \\
U_i &= \frac{\tilde{v}_i}{c_s\rho^*} \\
T_e &= \frac{\tilde{T}_e}{T_{e0}\rho^*} \\
n_i &= \frac{\tilde{n}_i}{n_{i0}\rho^*} \\
U_e &= \frac{\tilde{v}_e}{c_s\rho^*} \\
A_\parallel &= \frac{c_s\rho}{T_{e0}\rho^*} \tilde{A}_\parallel
\end{align*}

(5.35)

Rewriting the ion continuity equation with the above normalizations, substituting for $k_\alpha$ and $k_\rho$, normalizing $\partial_t \to \tau^{-1}\partial_t$ and $\nabla_\parallel \to (L_{eq}/B_0)\mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla$, and writing gradients in terms of $\omega_n, \omega_{T_i},$ and $\omega_{T_e}$ gives the following:
\[
\frac{n_\omega \rho^*}{\tau} \partial_t n_i + \frac{i k_y n_\omega \omega_n}{\rho^* \psi' L_{eq}} + \frac{B_0}{L_{eq}} \nabla_\parallel \left( \frac{n_\omega c_s \rho^* U_i}{B_0} \right) + \cdots
\]

\[
\left( \frac{2 i n_\omega}{\psi' \nabla \rho} \right) \left( k_y (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_x g^{\rho \rho^*} \frac{\psi'}{B_0 \rho_s} \kappa_g \right) \left( \frac{T_{e0} \Phi}{e} + \frac{T_{e0} T_i + T_{i0} n_i}{e} \right) + \cdots
\]

\[
\partial_t \frac{k_i^2 m_i}{e B_0^2} \left( \frac{n_\omega}{e} \rho^* T_{e0} \Phi + \frac{n_{i0} T_{e0} \rho^* T_i + T_{i0} n_i}{e} \right) = 0,
\]

(5.36)

where \( \Lambda = -\nabla \alpha \cdot \nabla \psi / B \). Simplifying each term and multiplying through by \( \tau / n_{i0} \) gives the following equation:

\[
\partial_t n_i + \frac{k_y}{\rho^* \psi'} \frac{\omega_n}{c_s} \frac{T_{e0} \Phi}{e} + \frac{B_0}{L_{eq}} \nabla_\parallel \left( \frac{c_s U_i}{B_0} \right) + \cdots
\]

\[
\partial_t \frac{k_i^2 m_i}{e B_0^2} \left( \frac{T_{e0} \Phi}{e} + \frac{T_{e0} T_i + T_{i0} n_i}{e} \right) + \cdots
\]

(5.37)

\[
i \tau \left( \frac{2}{\psi' \nabla \rho} \rho^* (k_y (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_x g^{\rho \rho^*} \kappa_g) \right) \left( \frac{T_{e0} \Phi}{e} + \frac{T_{e0} T_i + T_{i0} n_i}{e} \right) = 0.
\]

Simplifying further and incorporating \( D_k = 2 k_y L_{eq} \Lambda_0 \kappa_g / |\nabla \rho| - 2 k_y L_{eq} (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) / |\nabla \rho| \), where \( \Lambda_0 = g^{\rho \rho} \) and \( B_k = (k_y^2 + (k_y^2 \Lambda - k_x \Lambda_0)^2) / g^{\rho \rho} \) from the three-field model notation, where \( \tau \) is now the temperature ratio \( T_e / T_i \) rather than the normalization for time:

\[
\partial_t n_i + i k_y \omega_n \Phi - i D_k (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i) + \partial_t (B_k (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i)) + \nabla_\parallel U_i = 0.
\]

(5.38)

Eq. (5.36) is the \( \omega_n \)- and \( \tau \)-corrected ion continuity equation. Next, the parallel ion momentum equation, Eq. (5.22):
\[ B_0 n_i e \partial_t A \parallel + \partial_t m_i n_i A_0 \ddot{v}_i \parallel + \frac{\partial p_{\|}}{\partial \rho} \frac{i k_\alpha A_\| B_0}{\psi'} + \nabla \parallel (n_i e \ddot{\phi} + \ddot{\phi}) = 0. \tag{5.39} \]

After substitution of the normalized quantities, we arrive at the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{T_{e0}}{c_s n_0} \frac{\partial A_\|}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{\tau} m_i n_i c_s \frac{\partial}{\partial t} U_i - \frac{p_{\|} \omega_{pi} i k_\alpha T_{e0} A_\|}{c e \psi'} + \ldots \\
&+ \frac{n_i \nabla \parallel (T_{e0} \Phi + T_{e0} T_i + T_{i0} n_i)}{L_{eq}} = 0,
\end{align*}
\tag{5.40}
\]

which simplifies further to the following:

\[
\frac{\partial A_\|}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial t} - \tau (\omega_{Ti} + \omega_n) i k_y A_\parallel + \nabla \parallel (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i) = 0. \tag{5.41}
\]

This is the \( A_\parallel \), \( \tau \), and finite-\( \omega_n \)-corrected parallel ion momentum equation.

Next, the ion energy equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
n_i \frac{\partial \tilde{T}_i}{\partial t} - i n_i \frac{k_\alpha \partial T_{i0}}{\psi'} \ddot{\phi} + \frac{2}{3} i \omega T_{i0} \ddot{n}_i + \frac{2}{3} i T_{i0} \frac{k_\alpha \partial n_{i0}}{\psi'} \ddot{\phi} &+ \ldots \\
\frac{5}{3} i \rho_{i0} e \left( \frac{2}{\psi' \nabla \rho} \left( k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_\rho g^{\rho \rho} \psi' \kappa_g \right) \right) \tilde{T}_i = 0,
\end{align*}
\tag{5.42}
\]

becomes the following after substitution of the normalized variables and simplification:

\[
\partial_t \left( T_i - \frac{2}{3} \tau n_i \right) + i k_y \tau \left( \omega_{Ti} - \frac{2}{3} \omega_n \right) \Phi - \frac{5}{3} i \tau D_k T_i = 0. \tag{5.43}
\]
Next the analogous equations for the electron species will be presented.

The electron continuity equation given below:

\[
\frac{n_{i0} \rho^*}{\tau_n} \partial_t \tilde{n}_i - i \frac{k_\alpha}{\psi'} \frac{\partial n_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \frac{T_{e0} \rho^*}{e} \Phi + \nabla_\| \left( n_{i0} \frac{c_s \rho^* U_e}{B_0} \right) + \cdots \\
+ \left( \frac{2 i n_{i0} \psi'}{|\nabla \rho|} \left( k_\alpha (\kappa_n + \Lambda \kappa_g) - k_\rho \frac{g' \rho \psi'}{B_0 - \kappa_g} \right) \right) \left( \frac{T_{e0}}{e} \Phi - \frac{T_{e0} T_e + T_{e0} n_i}{e} \right) = 0,
\]

(5.44)

will simplify to the following

\[
\partial_t n_i + i k_y \omega_i \Phi - i D_k (\Phi - (T_e + n_i)) + \nabla_\| U_e = 0,
\]

(5.45)

which is similar to the ion continuity equation, with the exceptions that the polarization term is missing and some signs have changed.

Next, the electron momentum equation:

\[
- en_{i0} B_0 \partial_t \tilde{A}_\| - \nabla_\| (en_{i0} \tilde{\phi}) + T_{e0} \nabla_\| \tilde{n}_i + T_{e0} \frac{\partial n_{i0}}{\partial \rho} \frac{i k_\alpha \tilde{A}_\| B_0}{\psi'} = 0,
\]

(5.46)

becomes the following, after substitutions and simplifications,

\[
\partial_t A_\| + \nabla_\| (\Phi - n_i) + i \omega_n k_y A_\| = 0.
\]

(5.47)

The Closure equation:

\[
\nabla_\| \tilde{T}_e + \frac{\partial T_{e0}}{\partial \rho} \frac{i k_\alpha \tilde{A}_\| B_0}{\psi'} = 0.
\]

(5.48)

becomes
Lastly, Ampère’s law is the final equation that can be used to equate $U_e$ with $U_i$:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \beta_e (U_i - U_e) = B_k A_\parallel, \tag{5.50}
\]
5.3.8 Summary of the five-field model

A summary of the six equations that comprise the five-field model are below:

Ion continuity:
\[
\partial_t (n_i + B_k (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i)) + ik_y \omega_n \Phi - iD_k (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i) + \nabla \parallel U_i = 0 \quad (5.51)
\]

Ion parallel momentum:
\[
\partial_t A_\parallel + \partial_t U_i - \tau (\omega_T + \omega_n) i k_y A_\parallel + \nabla \parallel (\Phi + T_i + \tau n_i) = 0 \quad (5.52)
\]

Ion energy:
\[
\partial_t \left( T_i - \frac{2}{3} \tau n_i \right) + ik_y \tau \left( \omega_T + \frac{2}{3} \omega_n \right) \Phi - \frac{5i \tau}{3} D_k T_i = 0 \quad (5.53)
\]

Electron continuity:
\[
\partial_t n_i + ik_y \omega_n \Phi - iD_k (\Phi - (T_e + n_i)) + \nabla \parallel U_e = 0 \quad (5.54)
\]

Electron parallel momentum:
\[
\partial_t A_\parallel + \nabla \parallel (\Phi - n_i) + i \omega_n k_y A_\parallel = 0 \quad (5.55)
\]

Closure equation:
\[
\nabla \parallel T_e - i \omega_T k_y A_\parallel = 0 \quad (5.56)
\]

and finally Ampère’s law closes the system, relating \( U_e \) to \( U_i \):
\[
\frac{1}{2} \beta_e (U_i - U_e) = B_k A_\parallel, \quad (5.57)
\]
5.4 Evaluating the five-field model

One can write the five-field model as a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form $A\mathbf{x} = \lambda B\mathbf{x}$, where $\mathbf{x}$, $\lambda$, $A$, and $B$ are the eigenvector, the eigenvalue, a matrix corresponding to non-time-derivative terms of the system, and a matrix corresponding to time-derivative terms of the system, respectively. For example, if one substitutes Ampère’s law and the closure equation into the five dynamical equations such that the system is comprised of five equations in five unknowns, then the $B$ matrix would be nearly diagonal, with the only non-diagonal contributions arising from the polarization term in the ion continuity equation and the $\partial_t n_i$ term in the ion energy equation. The $A$ operator is in general more complicated, as it has non-diagonal terms as well as spatial derivative operatives which are handled with finite differences in this work.

The initial benchmark for the five-field model is evaluating its solutions in the $\beta \to 0$ limit and comparing with three-field model results. Since the three-field model is electrostatic by construction, the three- and five-field models should coincide as $\beta$ approaches zero. Figure 5.18 shows a comparison between the three-field model using Cyclone Base Case (CBC) parameters and the five-field model, also using CBC parameters, with $\beta \approx 0$. Note the general agreement between the two models. This agreement constitutes evidence that the equations which comprise the five-field model and the numerical method for solving the system are behaving as one would expect at small $\beta$. 
Figure 5.18: A comparison of subdominant modes corresponding to the ITG branch for CBC parameters. Three-field model modes are denoted by black diamonds while five-field model (with $\beta \to 0$) modes are denoted by red triangles. The two models coincide well, with some differences due to grid-scale modes, but, overall, this is evidence that the five-field model is behaving correctly when $\beta$ is small.
5.5 Conclusions of this chapter

Gyrokinetic electromagnetic simulations of HSX, Heliotron-J, and a circular tokamak equilibrium have been presented, showing that kinetic ballooning modes can be excited at a critical $\beta^{\text{KBM}}_{\text{crit}}$ that is considerably smaller than the critical $\beta$ for ideal MHD ballooning. This difference is associated with the relatively low average magnetic shear of these configurations. While one might expect this to bode poorly for the performance of low-average-shear magnetic equilibria, nonlinear simulations of HSX show that saturation is achievable with $\beta^{\text{KBM}}_{\text{crit}} < \beta < \beta^{\text{MHD}}_{\text{crit}}$ and that a significant reduction in transport is observed relative to the $\beta \approx 0$ case. However, saturation of simulations only occurs when the minimum binormal wavenumber $k_y^{\text{min}}$ of the system is stable to KBMs. This is equivalent to saying that the largest binormal length scales of the flux tube domain must be stable to KBMs. One possible explanation of this result is that the nonlinear transfer of energy from the strongly driven KBMs in the binormal wavenumber range $0.1 < k_y \rho_s < 0.2$ to stable modes with $k_y \rho_s < 0.1$ is possible and allows for saturation when the condition that $k_y^{\text{min}}$ is stable to KBMs is met.

The KBM subdominant mode spectrum of HSX exhibits two families of unstable KBMs. With low $\hat{s}$, KBMs are more extended along the field line, allowing KBMs to access free energy in the gradients via the bad curvature regions away from the outboard midplane of a given field line. As a consequence, KBMs can peak at finite ballooning angle, and even tearing-parity
KBMs (TKBMs in the nomenclature of Ref. [18]) are found. After conducting a scan over $\hat{s}$, for both positive and negative values, $\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$ increases monotonically, regardless of the sign of the average magnetic shear. This is consistent with the fact that stronger magnetic shear tends to stabilize drift waves.

A number of nonlinear analyses have also been conducted here which elucidate the importance of KBMs in the nonlinear dynamics. Heat flux spectra shown in Fig. 5.11 highlight that KBM transport dominates the dynamics when KBMs are destabilized linearly, even if KBM growth rates are subdominant to ITG growth rates. A comparison of dominant linear KBM and nonlinear frequencies shows good agreement in the KBM-dominated $k_y$-range. This constitutes evidence that KBMs are significantly contributing to the nonlinear state. Additionally, an analysis of nonlinear energy transfer shows that KBMs, or at the very least the KBM-dominated $k_y$-range, play an integral role in the energy transfer dynamics, even more so than zonal modes, further highlighting the fact that the nonlinear state indeed shows signs of both ITG and KBM drive. An investigation of how the electrostatic ion heat flux changes as a function of $\beta$ shows a decrease in heat flux as $\beta$ increases until $\beta$ is sufficiently close to $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}(k_{y_{\text{min}}})$, showing both the improved nonlinear behavior relative to linear $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$ predictions and the steep increase in fluxes at large values of $\beta > \beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$.

The linear characteristics of the low-average-magnetic-shear equilibria presented in this work raise questions regarding the utility of such configurations
at the $\beta$ values required for an efficient fusion reactor concept. However, as the nonlinear calculations presented here show, nonlinear dynamics can overcome poor linear KBM properties such as the increase in total heat flux generally associated with $\beta > \beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}}$, and nonlinear fluxes in HSX even decrease as $\beta$ increases above $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} (k_y = 0.1)$, as shown in Fig. 5.17 until $\beta \approx 0.6\%$ [20]. It is important to keep such KBM saturation physics in mind during efforts to optimize stellarator equilibria at reactor-relevant $\beta \geq 5\%$ values. Lastly, the fact that in the present simulations, achieving saturation depends critically on $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} (k_y^{\text{min}})$, it is possible that the value of $\rho^* = \rho_s/a$ – and thus the KBM threshold at $n = 1$ – of a low-magnetic-shear confinement device may affect the achievable plasma $\beta$. However, future investigation will need to determine whether this effect survives in more realistic simulation frameworks, in particular when retaining global profile effects.

Lastly, a derivation of the five-field model is shown in this chapter, highlighting both differences and similarities with the electrostatic three-field model. The five-field model consists of the ion continuity, ion parallel momentum, ion energy, electron continuity, electron parallel momentum, Ampére’s law, and a closure equation describing infinite electron thermal conduction parallel to the magnetic field line. After a number of pages of algebra, normalized forms of these equations are shown in Eqs. (5.51)–(5.57). A description of the numerical scheme used to solve the set of seven equations in seven unknowns is also given before a comparison between the three-field and five-field models in the
limit of $\beta \to 0$, where the two models should coincide. This comparison does
show agreement between the two models, providing confidence in the five-field
model and the numerical solution method.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions, summary, and future research

The conclusions presented here constitute important advancements in the fields of electrostatic and electromagnetic turbulence in quasi-symmetric stellarators. First, the ITG results shown in Ch. 4 represent the first comparison of ITG growth rates and nonlinear heat fluxes between two quasi-symmetric configurations which definitively shows that linear physics alone is not always a sufficient predictor for turbulent transport, a result that has important implications for the field of quasi-symmetric stellarator optimization. Second, the KBM results presented in Ch. 5, specifically both the achievement of nonlinear saturation of ITG-KBM turbulence in simulations of HSX for $\beta > \beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ and the role of small (large) $\hat{s}$ ($\omega_{T_i}$) in setting a low $\beta_{\text{crit}}^{KBM}$ in HSX, are completely novel and have important implications for simulations of other small-$\hat{s}$ 3D equilibria like W7-X and Heliotron-J where there have been obstacles to achieving nonlinear saturation of KBM turbulence numerically. Lastly, a novel electromagnetic fluid model is introduced and benchmarked. After developing the appropriate turbulence metrics from the five-field model, this model
will be used to both understand KBM turbulence saturation in low-\(\hat{s}\) configurations and optimize quasi-symmetric stellarators with respect to finite-\(\beta\) turbulent transport. The following subsections summarize the primary results from each chapter before giving a number of avenues for how this research could continue.

6.1 Summary

6.1.1 Novel comparison of ITG turbulence between two quasi-symmetric stellarators

A number of results related to both the linear and nonlinear ITG properties of the HSX and NCSX quasi-symmetric stellarator geometries are presented. Electrostatic Gene flux-tube simulations of ITG modes in NCSX and HSX form the basis of a comparison of linear and nonlinear behavior between the two configurations. The main novel conclusion of the comparison is that dominant growth rates are lower in NCSX while nonlinear heat fluxes are lower in HSX, a result with important ramifications for stellarator optimization. This finding suggests that there are quantitative differences in the ITG saturation mechanism between HSX and NCSX, a motivation for further study of the subject. Additional analyses elucidate differences in the ITG saturation physics between HSX and NCSX. The characteristic extended eigenmode structures in HSX are qualitatively different than the peaked, localized eigenmodes present in NCSX. This difference in eigenmode structure between HSX and NCSX,
slab-like in HSX and toroidal-like in NCSX, allows for the more efficient nonlinear transfer of energy to stable modes at comparable wavenumber in HSX relative to NCSX (Hegna et al., 2018), and this begins to explain the lower flux levels in simulations of HSX. The linear eigenmode landscape of HSX exhibits an order of magnitude more subdominant modes than NCSX, depending on the value of $k_y$. Since there are more unstable modes in HSX, the turbulence will be comprised of many more concurrently-excited modes relative to NCSX. Additionally, a quasilinear calculation, which accounts for the subdominant modes, definitively shows that the relationship between dominant growth rates and nonlinear heat flux between HSX and NCSX mentioned above is not changed when subdominant modes are included. This is an indication that the difference in heat flux between the two configurations is a result of some aspect of the nonlinear physics, and not merely an artifact of the subdominant linear eigenmodes, a conclusion that is consistent with the narrative of more efficient nonlinear energy transfer to stable modes in HSX. A nonlinear frequency analysis concludes that the turbulent state in HSX consists of many more concurrently-excited modes than that in NCSX. This fact could also be an indication that more stable modes are excited in HSX as well, but additional analyses must be done to address this hypothesis. An analysis of the cross-phase between electrostatic potential $\Phi$ and ion temperature fluctuations $T_i$ highlights that both configurations exhibit similar nonlinear cross-phases, but there is a bigger difference between dominant linear and nonlinear phases...
in HSX relative to NCSX. This is consistent with the fact that HSX performs worse linearly relatively to NCSX, but can overcome that via more favorable nonlinear saturation physics. Overall, the disparate magnetic shear between HSX and NCSX plays an important role in determining whether slab-like or toroidal-like ITG is dominant, which has important consequences for nonlinear saturation within the context of coupling between eigenmodes and therefore also for saturated heat flux levels.

6.1.2 Novel ITG-KBM turbulence results in the quasi-helically symmetric stellarator HSX

A number of important results pertaining to KBM turbulence in HSX, Heliotron-J, and a small-\(\hat{s}\) tokamak, three low-magnetic-shear equilibria, are discussed in this dissertation. Results pertaining to the critical \(\beta\) at which KBM becomes dominant and the implications therein are presented. In HSX, Heliotron-J, and the small-\(\hat{s}\) tokamak, the critical \(\beta\) at which KBM becomes the dominant instability is very small \((\beta_{\text{KBM}}^{\text{crit}} \approx 0.2\% \text{ at } k_y \rho_s \approx 0.1)\). This aspect of the linear KBM dynamics is a strong function of the average magnetic shear in HSX, as \(\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}\) increases greatly as \(|\hat{s}|\) increases, regardless of sign. The small magnetic shear in HSX permits the KBM eigenmode to be more extended along the field line, rather than be localized to the outboard mid-plane. This very small \(\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}\) in HSX, Heliotron-J, and the small-\(\hat{s}\) tokamak is also particularly sensitive to the ion temperature gradient, as \(\beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}} \approx 0.8\%\) at \(k_y \rho_s \approx 0.1\), much closer to the MHD ideal ballooning limit for HSX at
$\beta \approx 1.1\%$, when the sum of the gradients is held constant and there is no ion temperature gradient. An eigenvalue calculation is also carried out for HSX which points to the destabilization of two branches of KBMs rather than a single mode like would be the case in a high-$\hat{s}$ tokamak. In addition to linear analyses, electromagnetic nonlinear simulations are also presented, where it is shown that HSX exhibits sizable (factor of 4) reduction in heat flux going from $\beta = 0.05\%$ to $0.48\%$. Importantly, even with the less-than-favorable linear KBM properties in HSX, it is still possible to achieve nonlinear saturation at reasonable values of normalized plasma pressure ($\beta \approx 0.5\% > \beta_{\text{crit}}^{\text{KBM}}$), so long as the minimum $k_y$ of the simulation is linearly stable to KBMs. This is an indication that some aspect of the ITG mode saturation at low $k_y$ aids in KBM saturation at slightly smaller scales, and without this ITG mechanism, the KBM turbulence does not saturate. The second half of Ch. 5 focuses on the derivation and benchmarking of a five-field fluid model which extends a three-field ITG model to include finite-$\beta$ effects. The model consists of a continuity and parallel momentum equation for both ion and electrons, an ion energy equation, Ampère’s Law, and a closure equation representing infinite parallel electron thermal conduction. This model will be used to develop both a physical understanding of KBM saturation and turbulence proxies that can be used in stellarator optimization schemes.
6.2 Future work

Here is a list of items that constitute potential future research paths for this work:

6.2.1 Research items

1. Continued five-field model development

   In its current state, the five-field model has been numerically implemented and benchmarked against the three-field model, giving confidence that it is correct in formulation. Once additional benchmarking endeavors such as extensive quantitative comparison with gyrokinetics have been completed, development of the nonlinear aspects of the five-field model can begin. The five-field model will retain two nonlinearities: $E \times B$ advection and magnetic flutter ($\tilde{v}_i$ and $\tilde{A}_||$), as these are expected to be the dominant nonlinearities. Once the linear and nonlinear aspects of the model are complete, the next step will be to derive quantities analogous to the triplet correlation time and coupling coefficients between eigenmodes (Hegna et al., 2018).

2. Gene simulations of KBM turbulence

   Both linear and nonlinear simulations of KBMs in low-magnetic-shear equilibria will be necessary for comparison against predictions of the fluid model. Additional investigation of KBMs even outside of the context of
the five-field model will be vital for the research project too. GENE simulations where certain terms, e.g. the electromagnetic nonlinearity, are omitted might yield insight into the saturation mechanism of ITG-KBM turbulence. Lastly, simulations of other low-magnetic-shear equilibria generated from optimization routines will be necessary.

3. Optimized stellarator equilibria

Once the fluid model development is finished and quantities such as triplet correlation time and coupling coefficients both have been numerically implemented and successfully interface with STELLOPT or ROSE (or any other optimization code), the next step will be to generate low-magnetic-shear quasi-symmetric stellarator equilibria that exhibit improved KBM behavior and reduced heat flux, as verified by nonlinear GENE simulations.